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ACQUITTED

The next conspicuous service of
Commodore Porter was in the operations upon the Mississippi between
New Orleans and Vicksburg, his bom-

bardment of the Vicksburg batteries
enabling Farragut to pass them. In
September of that year he received
of' th ; JVIississlppi
the command
squadron and on' the night of April
Ki, 1863, he ran the Vicksburg batteries with his fleet, in
with a pian of Gen. Grant's for the
PRESIDENT OF AMERICAN WOOLreduction of that stronghold, and alEN COMPANY FOUND NOT'
though every one of his ships was
GUILTY BY JURY
struck by shots from the forts, not one
of them was put out of action. For"the
part that he afterward took in the
CONVICTED
COLLINS
IS
capture of Vicksburg he was thanked by congress and promoted to the
rank of rear admiral. His last great
MAN WHO TURNED STATE'S EVIexploit was the capture of Fort FisheDENCE WILL EE PUNISHED,,
r"" late' in 18(14. Admiral Porter passFOR HIS OFFENSE
ed the laPt ypprs of his life in Washington, whove his loath occurred FebATTEUX ruary 13, 1891.
DISAGREEMENT

"PLUG"

FAIL TO RETURN

AN

A

EDITOR

KILLED

aged 30, editor of the Union City, Pa.,
VERDICT IN CASE OF ALaged 50. editor of the Union City, Pa.,
LEGED CONSPIRATORS
Times, was instantly killed shortly
after midnight when his automobile
Boston, Mass., June 7. William M. was struck by a freight train at th,e
Philadelphia and
Wood, president of the American crossing of the
Woolen, company, was acquitted today Erie railroad in that city. Miss Ber
of the charge o conspiring to "plant" nice Barr, a school teacher, probably
dynamite at Lawrence during the tex- was fatally hurt. Four other occutile strike, by the jury which sat at pants of the car received slight inhis trial.
juries.
Frederick E. Atteaux and Dennis
received
J. Collins,
different returns from the jury. The MOST DEMOBILIZE
foreman replied that Collins was
guilty on the first two counts, and
that the jury had been unable agree
THEIR ARMIES
The court
in the case of Atteaux.
ordered that the bail for Atteaux be
renewed pending disposition of his
POWERS MAKE A NEW DEMAND
ease.
OF THE BALGAN STATES
was
Immediately when the verdict
AND TURKEY
announced Attorney Henry F. Hurl-bur- t,
counsel for Wood, asked the
London, June 7. King George encourt to direct an investigation of the
tertained
the peace delegates of the
published statement that an attempt
Balkans
of Turkey at luncheon
and
Morris
to
influence
made
had been
e
at Buckingham palace today to
Shuman, one of the jurors.
of
of
the
the
treaty
signing
Before the court made its charge
;
yesterday Shuman was questioned by peace. ,.
is being celebrated in
While
peace
Judge John C. Crosby, District Attorthe situation in the near
(London
C.
counsel
and
Pelletier
ney Joseph
for the defense regarding a statement east is still threatening. The report
which he was said to have made re- comes from Constantinople that the
have decided to
cently to the district attorney. This European powers
of ' the
the
(demobilization
'dfemand
to"
a
was
the effect that man,
is beIt
Turkish
armies.
and
Balkan
had intimated to him that he
acthis
the
lieved
Initiative
'in
that
might have a business position lor
to
measure
was
due
in
tion
great
life and $200 in cash if he voted
Russia.
"right." Upon assuring the court that
he would not be Influenced by the alleged attempt at bribery, Shuman was
WILL TAKE CARE IN
permitted to continue in the jury hox.
Attorney Hurlburt said that he
wished the matter cleared up promptFRAMING A REPLY
Judge
ly, in justice to all concerned.
Crosby stated that an inquiry would
be begun before him next Wednesday, SECRETARY BRYAN AND PRESIand he instructed all jurors to be
DENT WILSON CONSIDER
JAPAN'S NOTE
present.
ceie-brat-
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Thunderstorms tonight
or Sunday; even
temperature
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OF NAVAL OFFICER

Washington, June 7. Officials at
the navy department today recalled
the fact that tomorrow will be the
centennial anniversary of the birth
of Admiral David D, Porter, one of
the most famous naval officers who
ever fought uuder the United States
flag. Admiral Porter, who, next to
Admiral Farragut, attained a higher
rank in the navy than any other officer before, served his country for 62
years, entering upon a sailor's career
while yet almost a child. It is an interesting fact that Admirals Farragut
and Porter were reared together as
young men, Porter's father being old
Commodore Porter, who made Farragut his adopted Bon.
When the Civil War came it found
Porter, the future admiral, with the
rank, of lientenant in command of the
steamer Powhattan, but behind him
a long and elaborate training for the
work he was called upon to perform.
He was immediately promoted to the
rank of commander, and when the
great project of an expedition against
New (Means was under consideration
by the government, he was' called to
Washington and asked for his opinion
of the plan. Porter approved heartily
of the enterprise, and sugested that a
mortar fleet accompany the regular
ships of war which were to be under
the command of Captain Farragut,
With this mortar fleet, of which he
received the personal command; Porter in the spring of 1862 made his
memorable attack on Forta Jackson
and St.. Phillip, the river defences of
New Orleans. For six days and nights
he bombarded the forts, discharging
at them no fewer than 16.800 shells,
which was followed by the famous
river fight and running of the forts
by Farragut.

Secretary
Washington, June
Bryan returned from Pittsburgh today
and prepared to consider Japan's latest note on the California alien land
question.
In the verbal exchanges between
the secretary and Ambassador t'hinda
and between the 'ambassador an 1
President Wilson, the state department has been preparing for the newest points made by the Tokio foreign
office. But because of their novelty,
such as that relating to ihe fourteenth amendment, and fine distinctions
sought to be drawn .between the relative functions of the natic .al and s'ate
governments, the rejoinder must be
most carefully analyzed before any
serious effort can be, inede to draft a
7.

reply.-

-

.

a constructionist. Construction can
be obtained only U, rough
NOT not
through; quarreling.'
Commissioner Tollman then asked a
series of questions of the governors
present with a .lew of ascertaining
the exact changes which may be wanted. Special attention was given to
the position of the United States forest service, it being alleged by some
of the governors that the administraPRESIDENT NOT OBLIGED TO AN- tion of the service had discouraged
mining and prospecting.
SWER SENATOR TOWNSEND'S
At the close of the discusion Tall-maCHARGES
said that as far as he was concerned, if the prospector confines his
work to actual prospecting and obeys
"LOBBYIST"
HIM
CALLED
the rules of the forest service, there
will be no disposition on the part of
THE SOLON DECLARED YESTER-DA- the administration to hinder, but every effort will be made to encourage.
THE PRESIDENT INFLUA general discussion of national
ENCES LEGISLATION
control of oil and mineral lands followed.
Some of the governors took
the position that blanket withdrawals
THE
ACTING
FOR
PE8PLE should
stop. Both Assistant Secretary
Jines and Commissioner Taliman inHE dicated that the administration's polTHE EXECUTIVE ASSERTS
icy will be the freest opening of all
HAS A RIGHT
TO CONFER
mineral and oil lands to the honest
WITH CONGRESSMEN
developers.

WILSON WILL

SCHOOLING

MUST

TAKE WITNESS

BE MADE MORE

STAND

BRIEF

Washington, June 7. Senators on
the lobby investigating
committee
were of the opinion today that Sen
ator Townsend's charge that President Wilson himself virtually had
been lobbying for the tariff bill,
would not be, taken up by the committee as an issue unless specific
charges were made.
Senator Townsend, testifying last
night, while declaring that "White
House influences" had been exerted
on certain senators, declined to give
Unless those are pre
any names.
sented, the committee is not likely to
follow up that phase.
White House officials
be undisturbed by Senator Townsend's
charge and it was said the president
would not take the stand to make a
personal answer unless some specific
charge was made against him. Officials declared Mr. Wilson was confident that the people of the country
would take the position that he was
representing them in Washington and
had the right to use all his influence
to further legislation promised in the
'
democratic platform.
"President Wilson wiiljje welcomed before the committee if he desires
to appear," said Acting Chairman
Reed today, ''but I see no reason why
he should deny charges that never
have been made."
Democratic members took the position that it remained for republicans
to pursue inquiries on whether President Wilson had used "undue influence" with any democratic senators,
and insisted that the statements by
Senators Warren, Weeks and Town-senhad been of a general character.
Senators Nelson and Cummins, the
republican members of the committee,
had no plans for fololwing up that line

A

INDICTMENTS ARE QUASHED
Denver, June V. At the request of
District Attorney J. A. Rush, Judge
Charies C. Butler of the criminal division of the district court, this morning quashed all the Indictments
which were returned by the county
grand jury, now sitting, subsequent
to May 5. The reason assigned was
Juror J.
the absence of Grand
H. Gardner who is a fugitive from jus.
tice, charged with contributing to
Rush at once
juvenile delinquency.
filed direct information in each case
which had been dismissed, and bail
was fixed at the same amount re-

quired under the indictments.

HERS

KILLED WHEN

EXPLOSION

OCCURS

PRESIDENT

OF CHICAGO UNIVER-

SHAFT
MIN-

HE

CLASSIFIES

SOME ARE EFFICIENT AND CANNOT BE KEPT DOWN; OTHERS
ARE

g

.

'

T

Chicago, June 7. When the Illinois
senatorial vice and minimum wage
commission resumed its quest of the
light on the relation of low wages
to vice today,
Harry Pratt Judsou,
president of the University of Chicago, was called as a witness:
Most college graduates enter business, the witness said, and are soon
thereafter financially able to marry.
"And what becomes
of the girl

graduates?" asked Chairman O'Hara.
"I am happy to say that most of
them marry," replied the educator.
He said
that school and college
courses should be shortened in order
to start young men and women t on
the serious business of life earlier.
He declared that high school studies
should be fewer in number, and that
these should be studied more thor
O'Hara wanted to know whether
the law should provide a minimum
wage for minimum efficiency, in re
sponse to which the witness arranged
workers into three classes, efficient.
and inefficient.
"Efficient men will earn more than
any law can provide." said Dr. Ju'd-so"They will take care of themwe
selves.
For the
might provide industrial training."
The witness had no remedy for the
semi-ejfficie-

inefficient.

ARNOLD OUSTED

AS

DENVER'S MAYOR

d

foreign-speakin-

THE WEATHER
BUREAU
THIRTY-ON-

,

t,

"SOFT" JOB
June 7. Major J. J.
Dickinson of New York was today
appointed by Secretary Bryan represexentative of the Panama-Pacifi- c
In
a
state
at
$4,000
the
year
position
department. Major Dickinson's duties
will consist of expediting the business
between the department and the exposition authorities.
A

Washington,

ARE

DE-

MOTORBOAT RACE
CIVIL
SERVICE
EOARD
Philadelphia, June 7. With a rovs-ing- s
end-of- f
from river craft and thousands of persons who watched the WILL INVESTIGATE THE MATTER,
start from the shores, the little
HAVING POSSESSION OF
Dream, Barbara II and Toc-saTHE CHARGES
crossed the starting line at 1:30
p. m. for their long race to Bermuda.
Washington, June 7. Thirty-onemployes of the weather bureau have
Barbara is Leading
been reduced for connection with. the
Marcus Hook, Pa., June 7. The
aleged political activity which result-Barabar II, the first of the motorboat? td in the recent
dismissal of former
racing to Bermuda to reach here, IS Chief WilUs L. Moore.
Henry L.
miles from Philadelphia, passed down
Heiskell, professor of meteorology,
at 3:44 p. m.
and D. J, Carroll, chief clerk, have
been suspended without pay pending
an investigation.
TARIFF BILL IS
have been
Charges
preferred
against 50 employes in all, alleging
that they procured increases In salAGAIN DELAYED ary or promotions in grade In return
for promoting Moore's, candidacy for
secretary of agriculture In President
SENATE
HAV- Wilson's cabinet.
Thirty-on- e
already
ING DIFFICULTY
IN AGREEING
have been demoted to their former
ON SCHEDULES
status, Secretary Houston announced
today. Copies of the charges and all
Washington, June 7. Two of the other papers in the cases have been
senate finance
work- laid before the civil service commising on the tariff bill failed to complete sion. Fourteen cases are held in abeytheir work today. As one result Sen- ance,
ator Simmons of the finance commitMoore was dismissed and Charles
tee, has been compeled to with-holD. Burns, his chief lieutenant, was dea call for th full committee meeting. moted after an
investigation, in which
Administration
leaders want the Secretary Houston reported
that
finance committee to meet Monday, to Burns had traveled about the country
receive the
reports, at the government's expense ostenbut that must now be deferred sevsibly on business Tint actually doing
eral days.
political work for Moore.
is
Senator Johnson's
stil considering the paper and sundries schedules, and Senator Williams'
has hot settled BAD WEATHER IS A
upon the administrative features of
the Income tax section of the bill.
HANDICAP TO HEET
Senator Wiliiams' committee is
considering eliminating the antidumping clause of the Underwood bill,
BIG TRACK MEET AT MADISON
on the ground that it night precipi
INJURED BY WiND AND
natate retaliatory tariffs by foreign
e

'

'

j

HEAVY TRACK

tions.
NEWLY
HOLDS
JUDGE TELLER
COMMISSIONERS
ELECTED
ENTITLED TO SEATS

Madison, Wis., June 7. Lowering
skies and chiliy weather prevailed
today for the thirteenth annual conference meet. A cold wind swept
Randall field and threatened to Interfere seriously with the, runners
and competitors in field events as

HDEBTA WILL GIVE'EH

CilG

Denver, June 7. The city commis
ALL THAT'S
sioners elected May 20 were seated
today and former Mayor Henry J. Ar
nold, former Sheriff Daniel M. Sulli- ISSUES A WARNING TO CONSTIT- we'll.
van and former Treasurer Allison
UTIONALISTS THEY WILL BE ,
A heavy steam roller was run over
PUNISHED
Stocker, who have refused to turn
track today before the meet,
the
over their offices to the new comwhich was scheduled to begin at 2
inmissioners, were ousted by an
Eagle Pass, Tex., June 7. A letter o'clock in an effort to squeezo out
junction issued by District Judge purporting to be issued by the Huerta some of the water which soaked in
James. H. Teller. The injunction will minister of war in Mexico City warn- during the rain last night.
to lay down
stand pending a decision by the state ing constitutionalists
"Scratches" reduced the fieldsTa
reached here
arms
their
court
immediately,
Monday.
supreme
every event and it was said
nearly
constituthreatened
note
The court's order is effective' im- today. The
number of competitors was
that
the
mediately, and as soon as the clerks tionalists with being "pertinaciously probably the smallest that has taken
exterminated
are
were able to issue the writs they were punished until they
part in a conference meet in the last
without, pity."
served upon Arnold, Sullivan and
seven
years. Indiana, Drake and
Federal forces south of Monclova,
Stocker, and Denver, entered upon an
Ames withdrew ail their entrants.
to
retired
have
are
reported
era of commission form of govern- Mexico,
The absence of E. Q. Ollphant,
ment for the first time in Its history. to Monterey or Salti'uo.
which seriously weakened Purdue's
Judge Teller based his decision upability, was unexplained.
on the principle that until it has been
SCARE
shifted to a few points
The
wind
GRASSHOPPER
established otherwise by action a!
of north and was chillier than
west
law; the court must assume that the
ever at 2 o'clock. It blew directly P
will of the people governs, the court,
WAS VELL GROUNDED the
stretch, right into the faces of
being compelled to assume in the inthe sprinters and hurdlers r'i! the
junction cases that the officers who
way, and of the distance men on tha
appear to havr been legally elected GOVERNMENT ENTOMOLOGIST AT home stretch.
ELIDA SAYS INSECTS' ARE A
are entitled to their offices.
.,
Illinois,
Points for five events;
REAL MENACE
There was an unusual demonstra29; California, U Northwestern,
tion in the court room ,when Judge
Ohio, 1; Wisconsin, 3; Chicago, 4;
Teller had finished reading his
Washington, June 7. The grass- Kansas, 3;. Purdue, 2; Missouri. :.
Hats were thrown into the air, hopper problem in New Mexico ia a
shouts, handclasping and cheers pre- serious one, according to Harrison E.
vailed iu "such force that the court's Smith, entomologist of the department
TO FORM NEW CABINET
bailiff was unable to restore order of agriculture detailed at Elida, New
Budapest, June 7. The Emp i'1'or
Mexico, to help In the fight against Francis Joseph as king of Hunt! '"iry ,
for several minutes.
The state supreme court has an the pest. , He telegraphed to the de- has requested Count Stephen T
nounced after petition by scores of partment today that ha had been able sneaker of tha lower ho.
prominent Denver business men, that to secure no aid from the farmers.
Hungarian parliament, fo t nil a new
atort-neyii rrir-iMr.
also
that
Smith
In
the
reports
will
take
cabinet to replao; the
Jurisdiction
it
original
have decided that poison may he Dr. Ladifikiufc von
case and hear it upon 313 merits Mon!
u i
day, when the legality and constitu need in the fjs'nt against (he grass- ceotly refbuwd.
r-a
was
i
it
will
feared
of
n;atin
commission
form
Count
Tlsza
the
although
of
hoppers,
tionality
.."m-law
would
bis
!.!
Ltibae.s'and
ago lliat the state
government secured by the charter
fiies they rornsinh h;i;
amendment will be adjudicated.
prohibit Ja
point-gettin-

PAY DAMAGES
London, June 7. Mr. and Mrs.
Fethick Lawrence, Mrs. Emeiyn Pank-hursMiss Chrlstabel Pankhurst and
Mrs. Mabel Tuke,
representing the
Woman's Social and Political union,
were today condemned by the king's
bench court to pay $1,840 damages in
a suit brought by a number of West
End London shop keepers for damages done in smashing windows during suffragette raids. It is expected
that many similar suits will follow.
MUST

EMPLOYES

E

A

WORKERS

semi-efficie-

were-injure-

side.

STORM BREAKS I

MOTED FOR ALLEGED
With a new battery consisting of
Evans and Temple, the Sox are confiACTIVITY
dent that they will pull off the long
wanted stunt. The game is called for
TO ENTER
OFFICIALS
SUSPENDED
BATTLE SOONER 3 o'clock. Admission will be free. The TWO
lineup of the Sox is 'as follows: Evans
STUDENTS SHOULD ENGAGE IN p.; Temple, c; Harris, lb; Ellis, 2b; HEISKELL AND CARROLL SAID TO
Gerard, ss; Ettinger, 3b; White, rf;
HAVE ASSISTED MOORE'S
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
Blood, cf; Conway, rf; Pete Salazar,
AMBITIONS
AT EARLIER AGE
send-of- f
river
from
craft and thouing

.

SCOTT
TWO PERISH IN
OF THE SUSQUEHANNA
ING COMPANY

Tomorrow afternoon at Amusement
park the baseball teams from the East
side and West side again will clash.
The East side bunch, formerly known
as the Greys, have decided that that
name is a hoodoo and have taken to
themselves the astounding title of
the Sox. They will nave a first clas3
lineup tomorrow and hope to hang
the crepe on the Blues of the West

SITY GIVES VIEWS. ON THE
VICE QUESTION

oughly.

Shamokln, Pa., June 7. Two miners
were killed and niorp than a dozen
today In an explosion in
the Scott ;shaft, four miles from
here operated by the Susequehanna
Officials of the comCoal company.
pany announced that no men were entombed, but mine workers declared
th&t they believed other men were
still in the mine.
The explosion occurred in the second lift of a slope, almost a mile under ground, and the slope immediately caught fire.
John Wier, inside superintendent,
end his assistants organized a rescue
party and within an hour two dead
and 11 injured were brought to the
of Inquiry.
surface. The dead men were
"I intend to insist before the hearminers, and nearly all the
Of the
ings are over," said Senator Cummins, injured are also foreigners.
"that President Wilson furnish the injured at, least two are expected to
i ommittee with the facts or informadie.
tion upon which he based his stateAfter several hours' work the resments of 'insidious lobbying' in Wash- cuing party came on a group of 20
ington himself.
miners in the burning shaft. They
The list of witnesses for next week were unhurt and were taken to the
was enlarged today by the addition surface. It is not believed any more
Cirof R. D. Dowen, Paris, Texas.
men are in (he mine.,
cular letters signed by Bowen as
chairman of the "national farmers'
Rescue Car Sent Out
union committee on the greater
7. Director
June
Washingtn,
of cotton," were furnished Holmes of the bureau of mines has
by Senators Ransdell and Kern. ordered mine rescue car No.l from
These letters urged cotton farmers to
Wlikesjiarre to the Shamokin district.
"use strong language", with the sen- It is in charge of Jesse Hanson and
ators in favor of higher duties oh carried trained rescuers with oxygen
'
cotton cloth.
.
equipment.

Secretary Bryan an J President Wilson will almost immediately .devote
themselves to preparation of
JONES OUTLINES THE
;
argument to cover the-- Japanese- read"for
the possible
joinder.' Except
GOVERNMENT POLICY
verse effect "upon the general relations between the United State and
Japan which might follow a refusal by
the senate to sanction renewal of the ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE
INTERIOR TALKS OF MINspecial arbitration treaty,' which exERAL AND OIL LANDS
pires in August, yesterday's proceedings in the executive session of the
Salt Lake City, June 7. 'The clossenate are not 'likely directly to affect
the present negotiations.
ing sessions today of the conference
of western governors were' devoted
mainly to drafting an address to the
THE MIDLAND TRAIL
public outlining what changes were
Salt Lake City, June
in government
Ammons of Colorado and Governor considered advisable
Spry of Utah met with the Utah high- control of natural resources in order
way commission here today and per- to obtain the highest efficiency.
fected arangements for the compleClay Tallman, commissioner of the
tion of the Midland trail from Grand general land office, was the first
Junction; Colo., to Salt Lake City by speaker at the morning session. , '
"I am not here to defend," he said
July 1. At this date the tour of the
National Automobile association will in opening, "in fact I am not going
be made over this link In the trans- to try to defend the activities of the
continental highway.
department in the past. I am here as
-

CITY ED'TION
BASEBALL TOMORROW

j

n

lope isn't knee high
to Hustle, bo they;
say

g

deci-soo-

a

few-day-

s
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Commencing Monday June 9th and Closing Saturday June 28li

HI

TWO DOLLARS EQUALS THREE OR. MORE

TMBBSBS

DURING THIS SALE WUL BE MARKED

i

.

)

ONE THIRD OFF

7off:R

3

v

OH EVERYTHING

This is all this season's merchandise, of the very best style and quality and worth 100 cents
on the dollar
,.

other departments throughout the store,
w ith a few necessary exceptions

ft

JIISI

LF PRICE

A
In all

&CJII :TM BUSES

ALL WOMEN'S WOOL SUITS, WOOL COATS, SILK AND
WOOL DRESSES AND ALL TRIMMED MILLINERY

y

,

WOuHiVS WOOL SUITS
'
Won EN'S WOOL CO ATS
SILK AND WOOL DRESSES

I
.

s s

I

I

"

T

Ms

TRIA1MED MILLINERY

i

In all other departments throughout the store,
with a few necessary exceptions .

f
ttZl.

1

ONE THIRD OFF

EXCEPTIONS

Nemo Corsets, Kayser's Silk Gloves and Hose, Wunder , Hose. Cadet Hose,
Interwoven Socks, Toilet Goods, Sunburst Silk, Butterick Patterns and Publications, Threads of all kinds and Shoes.

3

ABOVE

NAMED

THIS SALE FOR CASH ONLY

THIS SALE FOR CASH ONLY

Store
Las Vedas'Loadina
r j
i

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on Approval

Nothing Exchanged or Sent on Approval

ORDERS ACCEPTED

NO TELEPHONE

ft

1

OFF

3

ARTICLES ARE NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SALE

j

j!

LONE. THIRD

Established

South SiddHa3a

1862

NO TELEPHONE

ORDERS ACCEPTED
1.

FOREIGN NEWS NOTES
"The French people
is becoming obliterated; alcoholism,
tuberculosis, and the absence of adequate hygene decimate the country,"
is the opinion of Alexandre Ribot, a
former Premier of Prance, as expressed recently before the Hygiene Social Alliance. "Our poeple must be
instructed in the perils that menace
us," the speaker continued;, "it will
require all the resources and strength
of the government successfully to
combat the dangers."
This pessimistic view of he future
of the French people was shared by
another prominent Frenchman, J.eon
Bourgeois, who also has served his
country as premier. Mr. Bourgeois declared that although the death rate
of tuberculosis had fallen in England
and In Germany to 11 for 10,000 population, the rate in France was 22.5
for 10,000. The general mortality In
France, notwithstanding the progress
of medicine and surgery,. waB still
from 8 to 10 per 1,000, while in iing-lanin Holland, and in the Scandinavian countries the mortality did not
exceed 14 per thousand.
"Indifference to these conditions,
and national Inertia, imperil the very
existence of the French people," was
the closing declaration of M.
Paris, May

7.

'

Six hundred and

sixty-si-

x

million-

aires, in. francs, died in France in
1012.
Reduced to dollars and cents,
this puts any man having $200,000 in
the millionaire class. Nevertheless,
the total Of Inheritances In the republic' for the year amounted to $71,000,-(i)(and thirty of these six hundred
men of wealth left forand sixty-si- s
tunes greater than one mtiiiou dollars.
These statistics show that In
Fran e wealth !s comparatively well
distributed among the population.
Three hundred and one of the six
left fortunes
hundred and slxty-sl- x
ranging from $200,000 to $100,000 and
fighty-nin- a
from $400,005 to $1,000,-00Of the very wealthy, three men
left fortunes greater than $10,000,- ),

coo.
Alfonso of Spain has a peculiar
aversion to tr'iovea, and he refuses to
wear them, even on great state oc-as-

ions, in the beginning the strict etiquette of the court of Spain was
shocked, but now the young king's
independence la taken as a matter of

course.

for six years, and declares himself
happy and contented.
King Chowfa Maha Vrajiravudh, the
ruler of Siam, is credited with a total
of 701 wives, according to a Paris
newspaper, and he is in constant
danger of having their number added
to, for by an ancient Siamese custom
he must espouse any young girl who
offersherself in marriage. In this way
he la said to have married recently
a Siamese girl who had been brought
up in an English family and educated
in the doctrines of the suffragettes.
Soon after her marriage this young
woman started a suffragette cam-- ,
with the
paign among her
result that the unfortunate king now
finds the feminine part of his household in a state of revolution.

Alfonso has also a keen and quick
eye, and he relates this story of an
incident in the Pyrenees. Passing
through a little village the royal
misbehaved, and the royal
traveler alighted to direct the royal
chauffeurs hi making repairs. The
mayor of the village struggled Into a
white collar and his best clothes and
came forward to offer assistance. The
king asked him to show him around
the village, and the two men left the
The most decorated man lu Europe
car in the road and walked through is Phillipe Crozier, former chief of
the town.
the Protocol, and recent French amIn the office of the mayor was a bassador In Vienna. One day he was
picture of Alfonso, but wearing white asked by the King of Spain, who
gloves. This caused the king to ap- was visiting in Paris:
proach and examine the print close"How many decorations have you,
ly. "Never have I worn white gloves," Monsieur?"
muttered Alfonso. Then the mayor
"Sixty'-fivSire," answered M.
came forward, covered with confusion, Crozier.
and explained. The picture was orig"Sixty-five,- "
said .the king
that's
inally of Alfonso XII, the king's two more than I have."
father. When son followed father to
the throne the thrifty mayor decapitLondon, June 7. Baseball is invadated Alfonso XII and had the head of ing France; the Engilsli
people are
Alfonso XIII painted on the original dissatisfied with chicket and are becanvas He had not, however, known
ginning to look to the American game
abo'jt the gloves.
as a substitute; Germany is awaken
ing to a deep interest in outdoor
Followers in Paris of the doctrines sports with the holding of the next
of the lato Count Tolstoy are inter- Olympiad at Berlin; baseball has won
ested in the example set by a Rus- Cuba, and is making rapid strides In
sian of great wealth, Alexis Savaroff, .Central America, and. it has been inwho spends
f
of his day as a troduced with marked success among
man of fashion and the other half as the savages of northern Luzon as a
a paper hanger, earning $12 a week. vent for their energies that in the
M. Savaroff does not carry his mas- past have been expended in head
ter's precepts so far that he denies hunting and looting. In England the
himself the pleasures offered by his question Is becoming daily more inwealth, but he believes, and tries to teresting and the situation here today
affirm by his 'life, that each man gives rise to the question whether
ought to do his share in the world'a baseball is not to become a world
unpleasant work. He arrives at his game instead of an American pasjob each morning in hla automobile, time, with the logical outcome of ingets Into his overalls, and hegins ternational contests at the end of the
work. He is employed by a St. Pet- season.
ersburg firm of contracting Interior
England's national game, cricket, is
decorators, and was lately promoted facing a crisis. The people are comto the position of foreman. When the plaining that it is too slow, and It is
whistle blows at the end of the day teln.'? compared, greatly to its disadSavaroff returns home and there be- vantage, to the snap, speed and susgins his life of social prominence and' tained Interest of baseball. Gate reobligation. He has been doing this ceipts for the county championships
auto-motnil-

e,

one-hal-

matches have fallen so fast that
cricket "fans" are worried over the
future of the game. Cricket follow-er- s
want exactly what the baseuall
public occasionally clamors lor, mure
hard hitting. The great complaint is
that the players of the present day
are given too much to safe play, instead of taking chances by hitting
the bail hard.
A game which requires two days
and seldom furnishes any exciting
finishes seems at best very slow to
Americans, but one of the complaints
against cricket today is that the players loaf at their work. They stroll
onto the field; take long rests for tea,
and generally waste time. Some news
papers are discussing changes in
rules, and among other suggestions
are harder grounds and a "liver"
ball to make play swifter.
But a more radical note is being
heard with considerable insistence.
Cricket not meeting the need of the
day in England, baseball is being seriously considered as a national substitute, and the question whether the
great American game wi'l not become the summer past;me of the
British Isles is by no means idle gossip. Proposals have been made seriously by a number of English sporting writers that the American game
be given a trial. These men are disgusted with the state of cricket, and
declare any hope of reforming that
game is exceedingly remote, with the
present authorities in control.
(
Baseball has already reached some
degree of popularity in Ireland, and
a number of teams are playing In the
Midlands.
Several 'earns are planning to p'iay this summer in London.
Among these Is a nine composed exclusively of the emp'oyees of a London branch of an American firm,
and the Columbia Park Boys Club of
San Francisco, now visiting Englanl,
will endeavor to introduce the game
among the school boys here.
,

j

I
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A'lma-Tadem-

Tadema was not only a painter, he
also designed furniture and decorated
houses. His own house in St. John's
Wood was one of the most remark
able in London,' not only for its store

The fate of the studio Itself is a
Few artists could afford it
and those would prefer workshops of
their own design and with less of the
personality of another artist attached
problem.

to them.

A good deal of talk has been occasioned by the recent resignation of
Sir Gerald Lowther, the British ambassador at Constantinople, whose
wife was Miss Alice Blight of Phila- delphia.
It is a very unusual thing for a

Alma-Tadem-

British ambassador to resign, for the
position is a high one, and greatly
coveted.
was given as the
cause of the retirement, in ,the case
of Sir Gerald, but this was not accepted, and many surmises and suggestions have been voiced.
One government paper, the Manchester Guardian, usually very well
Informed, has come out candidly to

say that Sir Gerald's retirement can
be traced to the fact that "he was certainly not a success at his Constantinople post, as his previous activity In
the diplomatic field naa led one to
expect. He arrived in Constantinople
in the very thick of the Young Turkish honeymoon, when our prestige,
one month after the revolution, stood
perhaps even higher than at the time
of Lord Stratford de Redcliffe. Within six months the prestige was gone,
and, strange to say, we even find the
British embassy's name involved In
that obscure and somewhat unsavory
Incident which is known as the counter revolution of 1900. And that prestige was never restored till the outbreak of the present war (of which,
by the way, we had no' previous Information), when the magnificent
diplomacy of Sir Edward Grey himself revealed to the Turks that England could stiil be relied upon In
the hour of their misfortune."
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art

treasures and personal mementoes, which
are a frequent feature of London life,
no recent sale has created so much
interest as the forthcoming disposal
of the treasures left by Sir Lawrence
Of the many auctions of

of valuable art objects, ancient and
modern, but for the personal souvenirs from brother artists which enrich
it. The forty-fiv-e
panels in the hall,
all done hy eminent artists as gifts,
are world famous. These panels, together with all the other a,l works,
are being sold by the artist's daughter.
Sargent's "Javanese Dancer,"
Lelghtonjs "Bath of Psycne," and valuable works by Whistler, Sir Alfred
East, .Sir Edward J. Poynter, and
many other academicians are included in the remarkable group.
a
Sir
had a magnificent
pianoforte which he designed himself.
It was (partly ornamented with silver,
and on parchment panels bore the
autographs of the most celebrated
pianists of recent time, all of whom
had played upon it. Much valuable
old Oriental and European furniture,
with furniture of his own designs,
paintings, tapestries, porcelains and
other works of art will be dispersed.
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cost- of which every officer of the
treme heat experienced it is impossible to play tennis only between the
army has; contributed.
WHAT SAVED
A
The kaiser will signalize his jubihours of 5 and 6:15 p. 'in. mis
minute period exists trom
lee by' commuting the sentences of
HER LIFE many prisoners and pardoning others.
shortly 'before sundown unt i twilight
OF prevents further play. The game is
He will, also grant titles of nobility
extiemely popular and mere are a Mrs. Martin Tells About a Painful and will probably record a number of
large number of excellent players in
orders and decorations.
Experience that Miht Have
district.
the
Straights Settlement
The general harmony of the celebraEnded Seriously.
Last season close to 61)0 racquet
tions promises to be disturbed by the
wieiders entered the title, tournaRivesville, W. Va. Mrs. Dora Martin, discordant note of the socialists,
In a letter from Rivesville, writes: who are said to be planning to hold
ment. With a field of this size it reAND
OTHER
TENNIS
BASEBALL,
quired more than five weeks of daily "For three years, I suffered with wo immense mass meetings during jubiACTIVITIES WILL OCCUPY
play to decide the championship' in manly' troubles, and had pains in my lee week to protest against the inGREAT ATTENTION
and side.
I was nervpus and
singles and doubles. An even larger back
creased military and naval expendinot
could
at
sleep
and
the
night.
this
is promised
pegr
New York, June 7. The next two entry
tures. To offset the effect of these
The
doctor
He
me.
not
could
help
is likely to extend over a period
the loyalist press is
weeks will witness the completion of play
demonstrations
said I would have to be operated on becf six or seven weeks. ,
and Princeton-Yaltlie
fore I could get better. I thought I laying great stress on the fact that
baseball series, and the alumni and
would try using Cardul.
the kaiser during his reign of 23
'
Following the footsteps of the
I am entirely well.
undergraduates of these universities
Now,
years has been one of the strongest
association, the German athletic
I am surd Cardui saved- my life. I peace factors in Europe.
are awaiting the outcome with more
to
a plan
w'll never be without Cardul in my
man usual luioresi. xait) nus u un- authorities have adopted
athletic develop- home. I recommend to
encourage
season
and
team
this
it my friends."
usually strong
BURLESON 50 YEARS OLD
medals.
For fifty years, Cardul has been rethe adherents of the Blue are hopeful ment by means of "efficiency"
7.
Juhb
Postmaster
'"Washington,
the
of
Olymthat ,the' EUs jWiil win tooth series The Imperial committee
lieving pain and distress caused by wo- General Burlesoii rounded the half
out
worked
,a
system
has
pic
gameB
manly trouble.' It will surely help you.
against their ancient rivals. .The
today, having been' born
and
It goes to the spot reaches; the century post
series.' began way back for the awarding of gold, silver,
7," 1SC3. Although still a comJune
who
medals
athletes
perbronze
.
for
and
trouble relieves the symptoms,
in 18C8, when Thomas Hooker and E.
young man Mr. Burleson
in any one drives away the cause..
a
f' paratively
A. Van Wegener were the captains form above set standard
"lay claim to being a veteran in
may,
and
of
of
athletic
sports.;
five
suffer
from
games
If
you
any symptoms
,of the competing teams in the initial
the public service, having been electThe first group consists of swimming
womanly trouble, take Cardul.
play. Since that date 112 games have
kc!1s and recommends
Your
ed to his first public office nearly 30
druggist
of
second
the
high
and
gymnastics,
been played of whlcn Yale has won
It.' Get a bottle from him today.
of
third
ago.' With the exception of a
broad
the
and
years
jump
jump,
one
fi3 and Princeton 48, with
game,
a
N. B. Write to: Lulles' Advisory Dept.,'
a
a
of
100
or
"quarter
period of less than three years he
yards
running
Medicine Co., ChananooKa. Term., for AKWfai
The Harvard-Yalin 1890, a tie.
"Homo Treatroen
Instructions, and
r;ot;,
has
the
of
fourth
been in public life continuously
fencing,
mile,
86
series began 'in 1883, and to date
for Women," sent in plain wrapper, on reouuL
wrestlsince his twenty-seconlawn
year. His retennis,
rowing,
Into1
with
have
games
history,
passed
filth
ant
the
in
and
the
Wilson cabcent
appointment
golf,
hockey
ing,
Harvard a winner of 37 and Yale 47,
includes
of
BIG JUBILEE
service
a
KAISER'S
ended
inet
group
running,
nearly 15
1905.
.one
in
tie game
with
and cycla member of the Texas del'
as
years
In the beginning the play was tar swimming, skating, skiing
7.
details
All
of
June
Berlin,
the;
efof representadifferent from the finished baseball ing. The idea is that moderate
have now been arranged for the com- egation' in 'the house
shall
in
of
five
these
things
V
tives,
furnished by the big college nines of ficiency
memoration cf the kaiser's jubilee.
be rewarded by a bronze medal. A
today. In this connection a descripthat
are
determined
Germans
The
Katherine L. Norton, New Bedford,
game silver medal will be given if the per- the celebration of his twenty-fifttion of .the first
' "I had a terrible'
of
ain
Mass., says:
is not untimely. The contest, which formances are repeated in each
of
the
one
.be
'shall
of
reign
year
if
with av burning and
across
back.
a
the
my
gold .medal
was not a varsity nut interclass match four years, and
greatest festive events since the cre- scalding feeling. I took Foley Kidney
was played at Worcester, Mass., July performances fcre repeated ill each of
The celebra- Pills as advised, with results certain
ation of the empire.
A
more
competitor of
eight years.
2G, 18SG, . between the Yale and Harwill
take place and sure. I felt toned up and invigortion proper, which
I recommend
vard classes of '69. The Ell players than 32 years of age will obtain the
Foley Kidney
will
be preced- ated.
of
June
week
15,
the
rheumatism,
Pills." For backache,
wore uniforms consisting of flesh col.' gold medal if he satisfies the tests
ed by numerous festivities and
lumbago, and all kidney and bladder
ored shirts, with a Yale monogram only once. The schedule, which is
The first, of these ailments, use Foley Kidney Pills. O
functions.
interwoven with the numerals '69, confined to .Germans, is no doubt well
Red Cross Drug
G. Schaefer and
will'
to
take
and
to
tastes
tomorrow, when
German
place
presblue trousers ,and canvas shoes. His- adapted
Store.
,
athletes will parade before- the
tory of 'that date failed to record the ent German conditions.
kaiser on the occasion of the dediHarvard outfittings. The Yale nine
No Substitute Could do This
The announcement that Arthur cation of the stadium Constructed in
No inferior substitute but only the
won the game by a score of 36 to 33,
with a .ninth inning rally, being eight Robinson, the phenomenal boy sprint- the Grunewald race course, outside genuine Foley Kidney Pills could have
his
runs behind Harvard at the opening er of ilercersburg Academy, is con- Berlin,, for the Olympic games of rid J. F. Wallich, Bartlett, Neb., of was
"I
kidney trouble. He says:
sidering an athletic tour of Europe 1916. A levee and court attended by bothered
of the final session.'
with backache, and the pain
.The game, which required four this summer, has aroused much ad- all the high civil and military offi- would run up to the back of my head,
hours and thirty minutes to complete, verse comment in amateur track and cials will be held Monday, and on and I had spells of dizziness. I took
had a regular fiction c'iimax. With field circles. The idea of a youth each of the following'
days . there Foley Kidney Pills and they did the
one out, three runners on the bases still, in his teens traveling through will be galan pprformanc.es in the Bei'r work and I am now entirely rid of
kidney trouble." O. G. Schaefer and
and two runs needed to tie the score, England and the continent competing I'm theaters.
Red Vross Drug Store.
savors
meets
in
numerous
track
run
in
tar
De Grove drove a home
The celebration will reach its clicenter. The hit .scored more than the strong of pot hunting, to put it mildThe Brilliant Stars of June
max
on Monday, June 10. On that
folnecessary runs to win the game but ly, according to veteran athletic
By the end of June, Mars, Venus,
JubiBerlin
the
all
will
celebrate
day
concenSaturn and Jupiter will all he morning
as in those days the play continued lowers. It appears to be the
lee with monster processions, to the stars, but Foley's Honey and Tar
until three putouts had been made an sus of opinion among close followers
'
sur- Compound is at all times the "Star'
additional score was Jhus secured be- of sport that such a campaign is royal palace, and (he kaiser, "
will medicine for coughs, colds, croup and
'his
entire
amrounded
a
and
by
unwise
family,
memboth
from physical
fore the play terminated. Of the
whooping cough. A cold in June is as
bers of the Yale team there were ateur standpoint.. Robinson has an show himself on the balcony, or apt to develop into bronchitis or pneu
bepossibly in the historical corner win- monia as at any other time, but not if
living at a very recent date four of the athletic career of great promise
atto. his loyar Berlinersl This will Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ia
To
handled.
him
if
fore
dow,
properly
nine
that
original
thug inaugurated
baseball series.
tempt, at' his age-- to duplicate the probably be the only occasion during taken. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
the
feats of Arthur Duffy, Nat Cartmell the week of the jubilee w;hen the pub- Drug Store.
With eight countries competing for and other famous ana seasoned sprint- lic at large will have an- unrestricted
BIG RESERVOIR OPETNED
the Davis Cup, emblemized in the ers appears to be- carrying the craze opportunity to see the kaiser and to
Colo.. June 7. Citizens of
Sterling,
world's lawn tennis championship, for competition to the extreme, it show their appreciation of .the man
Sterlng, together with hundreds of
who during the quarter of a century
there can be no further question as is quite within the bounds of possibil'
from the surrounding coun
visitors
to the international status of tennis. ity that the Amateur Athletic asso- that he
on the .throne has
n
a holiday today in celebratry,
kept
a
to
will
refuse
grant
permit placed, the nation in the front rani?
The game, whether played upon grass ciation
tion of the completion and opening
or c'iay courts, is gaining steadily In for such a trip.
commercial and
of the industrial,
of the great reservoir1 of the North
popularity in all parts of the world.
naval, ,as well as the military powers
Sterling Reservoir and Irrigation com
Because of the possibility of yacht of the world.
Some idea of the hold that tennis has
The huge reservoir and the
pany.
secured puon the amateur sportsmen races in l?14 for the America's cup,
In anticipation of,.the celebration
ditch system will afford
of
that
is
lost
connecting
can
rather
the
distant
fact
in
be
sight
parts of the globe
Berlin is already becoming filled with
gathered from the fact that during there is to be an International race visitors from abroad and from the an abundant water supply for 83,000
acres of land in thi3 vicinity.
the international .play .between the this summer for the New York Canoe
various parts of the empire. The pae
and Australian teams in Club international tropuy." The
will atCanoe and Motor Boat Club geantry features of the week
Australia and New Zealand last wintract
1,000,000
visitors, it is
nearly
ter, the net profits of the matches, of Canada is the challenger for" the
FOR
are already
citizens
and
estimated,
1886.
in
derived from gate receipts' and pro- trophy, having first offered
gram sales, amounted' to almost Six attempts have been made to lift busy with preparations. These prethis cup, the race conditions of which parations, by the way, include the in20,000.
This sum was divided equally be- are similar to those governing the crease in price of nearly everything
tween the two tenuis associations of America's trophy now in the posses- that is sold for food, while the price
the competing countries and has prov- sion of the New York Yacht Club. of lodgings and hotel accommodations Two Girls Tell
Story of Their
ed ,a source of considerable friction In 1886 and 1888, London canoeists has increased enormously.
and
How They
Illness
so far as the antipodean authorities endeavored to win the cup but failed'.
Representatives, in addition to the
Found Relief.
are concerned.' jt was the original In 1890, '91, '92 and '95, Canadian regular ambassadors, will be sent by
intention of the Australian associa- clubs sent the fastest of their tiny most of the rulers of the world to the
New Orleans, La. "I take pleasure
tion to retain its share of the fund to racing craft after the trophy but went celebration. The 25 rulers of Ger. in
writing these lines
a
after
finance future international matches, back empty handed. Now
man states, including the kings of
to express my gratiboth at home and abroad. Several of lapse of eighteen years, during which Saxony, Bavaria and Wurtemburg,
tude to you. I am
the associate bodies have lodged a time dust has been accumulating will come to Berlin personally
only 16 years old and
work in a tobacco
protest',- claiming '.that the receipts heavily in the silver pitcher in the
the ruler of the empire.
I have
should be divided equally among the custody of the New York Canoe Club,
factory.'
The decorations for the
jubilee
sick
been
a
girl
made
very
will
be.
effort
members of the' national hodv. . '.''.'
another
to;take
but I have improved'
promise to surpass anything 'of the
r
j;e the prizes across the border. kind ever seen In the German capital.
wonderfully since
ficulties of an entirely dirferent type.
'
Lydia
taking
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not
than
estimated
that
less
Pinkham's Vegetait concerns tne running on oi tne anon
decwill
be
the
$500,000
expended
ODtlo.
ex
ble Compound and
nual championship.. Owing to the
Subscribe for The
orations of the streets and public
am now looking fine
The kaiser himself has de- and feeling a thousand' times better."
buildings.
Miss Amelia Jaquillakd, 613 Sevsigned' the color scheme. that will be
used for the embellishment of Unter enth Street, New Orleans, La,
St Clair, Pa. "My mother was
den Linden, Pariser Plafz, Koenigs-trasse- ,
alarmed because my periods were sup
FrledrichstraBse and other of
pressed and I had pains in my back and
The following letter la from a lady regarded as separate professions. I am the principal thoroughfares ,and pub- side, and severe headaches. I had pimwhose name I am nSt at liberty to glad you brought this out so Xle'arly. lic squares of the
city. The expense ples on my face, my complexion was salIs strongly In.
use. If I should rneption her name The tendency of
she would be knoivn by almost every the direction of medicine and religion of the decorations will be shared by' low, my sleep was disturbed, I had nerWith Berlin and the 80 largest cities in1 vous spells, was very tired and had no
reader. She writes in part:
coming back together again.
ambition. LyiiiaE.Pinkham's VegetaDr. S. B. Hartman, Colnmbus, Ohio:
your immense facilities for spreading Germany.
ble Compound has worked a charm in
"Your article entitled 'Medicine and useful information I am sure you will
The kaiser has intimated that he my case and has regulated me. I worked
greatly assiat the progress of the times
Religion' has been read and
broadcast such articles. does not desire to receive personal 'in a mill among hundreds of girls and
It seems to me In Bending out
by me many times.
I want you to know that your efforts
medicine to
gifts on the occasion of his Jubilee. have recommended yourEsTELLA
of all that lias been said about are appreciated.
Miss
them."
of
many
"As to Peruna, I have nothing to say. He asks those who wish to celebrate
Christian Science, new thought, sus- lit) Thwing St., Saint Clair, Pa.
nrl llmi. fnrrnc I very seldom make use of any medirooHvft
Viprn Tl(lll ifU
his reisii by gifts to make them to
There is nothing that teachas more
of mental healing,
,
cine. But' I assure you that your areducational, charitflnle and philan- than experience. Therefore, such letticle has so enthused me with the goof)
"I am very ranch pleased to observe that you are putting out into the advice it contains that if I have any thropic Institutions. , One notable ex- ters from girls who have suffered and
world such useful literature. It will need for medicine I shall certainly buy
ception will be made to the rule. The were restored to health by Lydia E.
do untold good, without doubt; not a bottle of Peruna. I shall not neglect
to the. gift from Pinkham's Vegetable Compound should
exception will
also." PEThe same remedy
only for thoae who take medicine, but to recommend it to others
STORIAS.
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the imperial army. A coinmitee has be a lesson to others.
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"Medicine and religion have always name of
Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
Columbus,
Company,
tteen very closely associated.
German army will hand to the kaiser be opened, read and answered
Only in Ohio.
y a
Write them and they will b
very recent years hav the two been pleased to Bead you a tree booklet..
a costty field marshal's baton, to the woman and belt! iu strict confidence.
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7, 1913.

ly opened tomorrow and contitiued in
session for an entire week. Prominent among those iu attendance will
be the members of the American commission now touring Europe for the
purpose .of studying the problem of
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The congress
farm and
will take up all the present day problems of country life and there will bo
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
meetings where the science of breed
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Kabeyrolle,
ing, planting, special crops, agriculpastor.
tural engineering and forestry will be DECLARES TROUBLES BETWEEN
First ;mass at 7 a. m.; second mass discussed
AMERICA AND JAPAN CAN BE
by eminent experts.
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
SETTLED EASILY
and Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at PRINCETON'S
COMMENCEMENT
3:30 p. m. Rosary and benediction
Pittsburgh, Pa., June 7. The adN. J., June 7. The exer
Princeton,
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
dress
of Baron Chinda, Japanese
cises in connection with the one hunm.
,
at the dinner here last
comsixty-sixtannual
dred and
Sunday school for English speak- mencement at Prlnecton
night to the new American ambassauniversity
ing and Spanish speaking children will be ushered in tomorrow morning dor to Japan, George W. Guthrie, was
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
with the delivery of the baccalaureate followed with great interest, owing to
address by President Hibbln in Alex- the prominence he has taken in the
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORander Hall. Monday1 will be observed recent international affairs. Viscount
ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
as class day and Tuesday as com- Chinda said:
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun"Allow me to express my profound
mencement day.
day excepted. Second mass 8.30;
appreciation of the privilege kindly
sermon in English, hymns rendered
brilA substitute medicine is never for extended to mo to assist at this
by the children under the direction the benefit of the buyer. Never be liant function held in honor of his
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass persuaded to buy anything but Foley's
excellency, Mr. Guthrie, your new amat 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish. Honey and Tar Compound for coughs bassador to the court of Tokio. With
From S to 4 Sunday school. At ! and colds, for children or for grown
your permission, I gladly make use
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra- persons. It is prompt and effective.
It comes in a yellow package, with of the opportunity thus afforded to
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital beehive on carton. It contains' no me-to
say that both the United
for the Insane, mass very fourth opiates. Take no substitute for Fo
States
andJpan are to be sincerely
O.
ley's Honey and Tar Compound.
Sunday by the pastor.
upon the appointment
congratulated
Red
Cross Drug
O. Schaefer and
Store.
by which ,the important mission of
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
representing this great republic in
National avenue and Eighth street,
A Work'er Appreciates This
has been placed in so able and
Japan
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector.
Wm. Morris, a resident of Florence,
distinguished a hand.
Third Sunday after Trinity, June Oregon, says: "For the last fourteen
"Especially great is my pride to
years my kidneys and bladder incapa8, 1913.
me
all work. About eight think that I am the first of all my
for
citated
Holy communion, 7:30.
months ago I be?an using Foley Kid- countrymen to extend to him the
Sunday school, 9:45.
ney Pills, and they have done what hearty and cordial greetings which
Morning prayer and sermon, 11:00. ether medicines failed to do, and now are no doubt in abundant store for him
I am feeling fine.
I recommend FoOrder of service at 11 o'clock:
O. G. Schaefer and in Japan.
Pills."
ley
Kidney
Processional 383, Holy, Holy, Holy,
Hed Cross Drug Store.
"Gentlemen, the constant improve(Dykes.)
ment in the means of communication
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant,
TO MARK OLD TRAIL
and transportation are constaly reduc(Randa'l.)
June 7. Boy ing the geographical distances which
Okla.,
Muskogee,
Gloria Patri, Chant. (Randall.)
Scouts from numerous cities of Okla- intervene between different parts ot
Te Deum Laudamus, (J. R. Tho- homa will round up here tomorrow
the world. The United States and
'
mas.)
preparatory to starting the next Japan, separated as they are hy the
Benedictus, Chant (Anon.)
morning on a "hike" across the coun- vast and unfathomed waters of tho
"Eternal
306,
"Hymn
Father," try to locate and hiarlc the trail fol- Pacific ocean, are now brought, and
(Dykes.)
lowed by Washington Irving and his destined
to be brought, into closer
Sermon.
party when they visited this section contact, with each other in all the
Hymn 670. "Father, "Whate'er of in 1832. The
marking of the trail branches of peaceful activities.
Earthly Bliss," (Mason.)
will be a difficult task as most of the
"I do not deny that such contact
Presentation, Chant (Humphries.
old landmarks have disappeared in is liable to give rise to occasional
Recessional 474 "O Bless the Lord, the SO years that have
passed since misunderstandings and complications
My Soul," (Williams.)
the visit of the famous novelist and but I do deny the existence, or the
Wednesday, St. Barnabas Day. Holy historian.
possible existence, of any phase of
Communion, 10:30.
those difficulties which, would not evThis church is open daily for pri
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
entually yield to due and timely
vate prayer and meditation.
Diarrhoea Remedy
of diplomatic treatment
without
exception
Every family
of Justice and fair play
the
treatment
should keep this preparation at hand
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
sum- and of a sympathetic understanding
weather
the
the
hot
of
during
Coiner Eighth and Main.
mer months. Chamberlain's
Colic, of the problem of each nation by tlii
s. m.
Sunday School
Cholera and - Diarrhoea Remedy is other. It is this
spirit that has so
Communion and preaching service worth many times its cost when need
11 a. m.
ed and is almost certain to be needed eminently characterized the American
before the summer is over. It has no people, and also has Invariably guidChristian Endeavor 6:45 p. m.
for which it ed the course of action taken by JapProfessor O. L. Hargrove of the superior for the- purposes
is intended. Buy it now. For sale by an in
dealing with questions of interNormal University wlil deliver the all dealers.
moment.
national
It is in tills spirit
morning address. On account of the
could be
alone
those
that
questions
Rev.
Imhof, attending
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
regular pastor,
state convention there will he no yawn a good deal of the daytime, you successfully adjusted to the true and
evening service, but we will unite can charge it to a torpid liver which lasting satisfaction of all parties. It
has allowed the system to get full of should be the able endeavor Of everv
with other churches.
impurities. HERBINE cures all disman in both countries to
orders produced by an inactive liver. patriotic
attention to an amicable
his
direct
FIRST M. E. CHUltCH
Cpr
It strengthens that organ, cleanses
Eighth and National avenue. Rev. jsj. the bowels and puts the system in solution on such basis; of any prob
Price 50c. lem that may confront us In our ingood healthy condition.
C. Anderson, pastor.
Sold by Central Drug Co.
tercourse, and to transmit to bur posSunday school, 9:45. Morning worship with sermon at 11 o'clock. Epterity the unspotted record of our
FARGO FIRE ANNIVERSARY
worth League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
mutual
good understanding bequeath7.
N.
With a mam
Fargo,
D., June
worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
That
moth parade of allegorical floats ed to us by our forefathers.
A cordial invitation is extended to
forms part of our dear and
record
trade displays and civic and military
all who have no other place of worvalued assets. It should be preserv
organizations
Fargo today observed
ed. It should be amplified, and exship to attend divine services at this
the twentieth
of the
anniversary
church.
tended to all ages to come.
great fire of June 7, 1S93 which deOur two nations, bound by such
vastated an area of 42 city blocks
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
traditions, and guided hy
auspicious
entailed a loss of $3,000,000.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Doug, and
the same aims and the same aspiralas avenue and Tenth street Morn- Though the business section of the tions to contribute to pacific progress
city was entirely wiped out by the of the
ing worship and sermon at 11 o'clock. fire the
world, should forever remain
recovery was rapid and toBible study and Sundar school sesand
trusted neighbors. And I
good
the tlty of Fargo is one of the
sion at 9:45 . m. Society of Chris- day
that my humble lafeel,
gentlemen,
most substantial and flourishing to
tian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
bors in this direction find ready co
The church extends a most hearty be found in tha entire northwest.
operation and encouragement at the
invitation to all people. Strangers
hands of your great president,, as well
and sojourners in the city especially
as of your renowned secretary ' of
welcomed!
state, Mr. Bryan and your worthy
Hooray! Baby To
to Japan, Mr. Guthrie,
representative
Hula
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
whu honor us by their presence.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev, N. B.
I am sure that the expressions of
No Longer Do Women Fear The GreatGreen, Pastor.
friendship voiced by such distinguish
est of AH Human Blessing.
Sunday school, 9:45 o'clock, a. m.
ed leaders of American politics, can11:30
service
with
sermon,
Morning
not fail to touch a responsive chord
It is a joy and comfort to know that in
o'clock.
the hearts of all thinking men on
those
pains and other disB. Y. P. IT., 7 o'clock p. m.
both sides of the Pacific."
tresses that are snld to precede
Evening service with, sermon, 8
be avoided. No woman noed
h

f

'

-

the ileasa

may easily
fear the slightest discomfort If she will
The public is cordially Invited to fortify herself with the
and
attend any of these services.
remedy, "Mother's Friend."
This Is a moat grateful, penetrating, external application Unit at once softena and
CHURCH
BOPTIST
SHILOH
Corner Columbia and Railroad ave- makes pliant the abdominal muscles and
lbraments.
They naturally expand without
nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess,
the
strain, and thus not only
slightest
11 a. m.. and 8 p. m., by banish
all tendency to nervous, twitching
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a. spells, but there Is an entire freedom from
m.; B. T. P U, 3 p m. All are wel- nausea, discomfort, sleeplessness and dread
that so often leave their impress upon the
come to attend these serrlces.

o'clock.

d

pastor.-Preachin-

CHRISTIAN

SCIENCE

g

SOCIETY

Regular services every Sunday morn
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
evening at S o'clock in O. R. C. hall.

CONGRESS
AGRICULTURAL
7. Delegates
from
Ghent, June
many countries have arrived in Ghent
to attend the International Congress
of Agriculture, which will be formal- -

balie.
The occasion Is therefore one of. unbounded, joyful anticipation, and too much
stress can not be laid npoa the remarkable
r
Influence which a mother's happy,
disposition ha upun the health and fortunes of the generation to come.
Mother's Friend Is- recommended only (or
the relief and comfort of expectant mothers,
thousands of whom have used and recom
mend It. You will find It on sale at all drug
to the
stores at $1.00 a bottle. Write
Bradfteld Regulator Co., 130 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for a most instructive book on
this greatest of all subjects, motherhood.

Stings or bites of inserts that are
pai.i or itching
should be treated promptly, as they
are poisonous.
BALLARD'S
SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
is both antiseptic and hea
Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle,
Sbld
by Central Drug Co.
followed by swellings,

No person ner;d tipsitafe to tal'e Foley Kidney Pills on the pround th.it
they know not what isi in them. Fob''
& Co. guarantee them
vm i ;
1
unit i ve medicine, specially
for kidney and bladdor x l
1
n
irregularities. They d" ot
ti
habit forming d.'uK.
(
,t t
(. Schaefer and Hed Co i T
1

i

9-

PILES CURED IN 5TG1'
Your druggist will re -- l i
if PAZO OINTMENT f i '
t
any case of Itching, r iJ, I
or Protrdln? Piles in C tj t

J.,

BOe.

t
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what goes ou in aad at the institution.
The public is now facing the possibility o having, to ? pay $100,000.00
ESTABLISHED 1879
the Asylum Board whereased
and resolved that "It is to the best
Published By
interests of said Institution (hat a
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Whether
change should be made."
(Incorporated.)
the public ever has' to pay this judgment is not the real question, however.'
Although the directors of the
EDITOR
M. PADGETT
Insane, Asylum did not attempt to
show the court the reason why a
"cUange should be made," nevertheless the people are, entitled to know

ally Critic

Si)C

M.

Why.

The people now want the Asylum
Entered at the postoffice at East
Board
to state publicly why the contransNew
for
Mexico,
Las Vegas,
Dr. mith was broken more
tract
with
mission through the United States
three
years before the expirathan
mails as second class matter.
tion of its term. The people are entitled to know, and should be told
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
why. The columns of this paper are
Dally, by Carrier
open to the Asylum Board.
Far Copy
o
15
..
One week
TO CELEBRATE
OLD LEXINGTON
65
Oue Month
Mass., June 7 LexingLexington,
7.5C
One Year
ton, famous in. history as the scene
Mall
Daily, by
of the first engagement of the Ameri
J6.O0
One Year
can revolution, has donned gala attire
3.00
Bix Months
in anticipation of a three days celebration of her two hundredth anni
versary. The celebration will be ush
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
ered in tomorrow with church services
GROWER
Monday
J2.00 and historical - exercises.
One Year ,.
Jl-0will be Old Home day and on Tues
Bix Months
day tha celebration will conclude with
a parade of the Lexington Minute
(Cash in Advance for Mall Suhscrip-'tions.- ) Men and other military organizations,
followed by a review on the battle
Remit by draft, check or money or.
green.
ider.
If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on , applica- PRIEST
'
tion.

m This

Week Broke AUW
Records for Marriages

The matrimonial season was open
ed most auspiciously this month of
June by the solemnization of five wed- dings within the radius of one week.
The men who a few years ago made
a statement to the effect that they
would remain bachelors for 'life have

turned that thought from their minds
forever and entered the great order
of Benedicts. Young women who had
picked their life profession and were
succeeding exeptionaily well yielded
to the wills of Cupid.
The history of Las Vegas nas never
recorded such a marrying and giving
in marriage as has been the course of
events for tiie past seven days, and
indxations are that there will be more
weddings bolc ie the end of the month
of June.
. Foremost of the June
weddings that
have taken place this week was the
wedding of Miss Ada Springer and
Dr. Warren B. Davis of Philadelphia,
which
occurred Wednesday night.
The solemnity
of the occasion,
blended with the impressive ceremony
and elaborate decorations, made this
affair one of the prettiest ever celebrated In this city. Mrs. Davis, one
of the most intelligent women of the
southwest, looked most charming on
this occasion, her natural beauty combining with a pretty gown and fra
grant roses and forming a most imposing sight. The wedding was solemnized by Reverend Norman SkinTHE "RAG" DANCES ner
of the First Presbyterian church.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
Pink was the prevailing color of the
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
'
PAID FOR
GARRITY OF BANGOR, evening, all the different apartments
FATHER
of the Springer residence being decME., SAYS THEY ARE RUIN-..- .
in a charming manner. Flowers
orated
OUS TO MORALITY
Advertisers are guaranteed the
banked the walls and were arranged
largest dally and weekly circulation
in beautiful designs. The 'luncheon,
Bangor, Me., June 7. Members of
of any newspaper In northern New
which was served in the dining room,
St. John's Catholic parish, one of the
Mtxlco.
consisted of many dainty viands. Ormost populous in Maine, have been
favors were presented the
iginal
forbidden from the pulpit to Indulge
guests.
TELEPHONES
in the turkey trot, the tango, the
Dr. and Mrs. Davis left on the LimMain J
BUSINESS OFFICE
squirrel squirm or 'any other of the ited for a honeymoon trip in the east
Main 9
NEWS DEPARTMENT
"ragging"' dances.
ern states and will be at home in
Father Garrity denounced certain
Philadelphia after their travels.
exhibitions in which he had seen
The invited guests, who are inti
SATURDAY, JUNE 7. 1913.
young nien and girls of the parish mate friends of the Springer family,
indulging, and declared that any of. were: Mr. and Mrs. Norman Skinner,
his parishioners who engaged in it Dr. and Mrs. J. M. Cunningham, Mr.
in St. John's hall will be ejected at and Mrs. E. D. Raynolds,' Mr. and Mrs.
"Whereas, in the judgment of the once.
Hallett Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Hoard of Directors of the Insane Asy"Dancing may "lie an innocent form G. Haydon, Mr. and Mrs W. E. Gort-nelum of Las Vegas, New Mxico, it is of
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mr.
amusement, or it may be pernicito the best interests o said Institu- ous,
as it is carried on at and Mrs. H. G. Coors, Mrs. H. G
especially
tion that a change should be made in
present,", said Father Garrity. "The Coors, Jr., Miss Elizabeth Coors, Mrs.
the position of Physician and Medical
tendency of the times is to drag Harry Kelly, Mrs. Charles Speiss,
Superintendent of said institution;
down the moral standard, and no- Mr. D. T.
Hoskins, Mr. Charles
"Therefore, lie it Resolved, by the where is this better illustrated than Springer, Mrs I. H. Rapp of Santa
Board, lhat the present Physician in some 'of the
dances permitted now Fe, Mrs. J. H. Clary of El Paso, Mrs.
and Medical Superintendent, H. M.
These dances are ruinous to K. M. Champion of Santa Fe.
adays.
Smith, be and hereby is, removed all sense of
and mobility. With great surprise to their many
decency
from said position as Physician and
or
young man who friends came the wedding of Miss
Aledican Superintendent of the In- Any Catholic, girl
in them Is not in a fit state Marie Olney an.d Dr. K. D. Goodall
takes
part
sane Asylum, such removal to take
Mrs.
Thursday night in Denver.
effect upon the adoption or this res- - for the reception of. the sacraments. Goodall is one of Las
Vegas'
leading
The
be
can
of
least
that
expected
olution."
Catholics is that they maintain out- business women and has been engagThe above resolution was passed by
ed in the practice of dentistry for a
ward
and
decorum
respectability
the Asylum Board on September 3,
She is pretty in
all sense of de number of years
those
who
violate
1912. It will be remembered that
of a dark type of
appearance,
being
cency bj( taking part in these dances
prior to that date Dr, H. M. Smith, are
beauty with a delightful personality.
not even keeping
up to that She is well
resoluof
the
the subject and object
known in Las Vegas, hav.
standard.
tion, entered into a five year
ing been a resident here practical'.)'
"It is for ea!h one ofyou to comwith the Asylum Board to act
aii her life. Dr. Goodall has resided
as Medical Superintendent of the mence the fight against it. You can in Las Vegas for the past 20 years
State Hospital for the Insane. In ac-- do more- than the civil authorities. ami is well known as a capable busicordance with the terms of the con- Use your influence with your families ness man, having been mayor of this
tract he gave up his private practice and those under your control. The city for several terms. He is the manin this community and moved to the father has ; more influence over his ager of the Center Block Drug comasylum. Although on September 3, daughter,- generally, and the mother's pany and is a member of the Las
1912, Dr. Smith's contract had still influence counts for most with the Vegas grant board.
something more than three years to son. Fathers, then, should safeguard
Following the wedding ceremony
run, the Board of Directors appointed to the best of their ability the morals at Denver the happy coup' e left that
by Governor McDonald whereasel ot their daughters, and mothers should city for Victoria, B. C, where they
and resolved that "it is to the best watch over, their sons."
will visit friends for a few weeks
Interests of said institution that a
and later return to Las Vegas. They
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
will be at home to their friends here
change should be made in the posiNew York,
tion of Physician and Medical SuperJune 7. Speculators the latter part of the month at 813
intendent of said institution." They wno mm bought stocks for a time Seventh street.
On .Monday evening at the resigave no reasons of any kind for were disappointed by the listless
their actions.
character ofB trading-- today.
There dence of Rev. Norman Skinner Miss
Dr. Smith filed suit against the was no evidence of enthusiastic buy Lois Martin and Mr. Harry Peters
Asylum Board, and a few days ago, ing such as lifted' the list late yester were married. This affair, although
not unexpected, stiil was a surprise
the District Court gave judgment in day and prices sagged in narrow
his favor for approximately $10,000.00
a -- tfme- finally turning- defin- to many of their friends. The wedfor breach of contract In this con- itely 'downward. The first "show of ding was attended only by the immedinection it is surprising to note that weakness came with a precipitate falj ate- relatives of the,. bride and groom.
at the time of the trial of this case, in Can to- a level three points under Both are well known in Las Vegas
although the ABylura directors had yesterday's close. Heaviness spread Mrs. Peters having spent the larger
whereased and resolved in most for- through the-lis- t
and before the close part of her life in this city and Mr.
mal Style that "it is to the best
Ifpters residing here for a number of
there Were losses of two points-i- n
of said institution" etc., they Canadian Pacific and a
Mrs. Peters was in the emyears.
in
point
did not offer any evidence or testi- Union Pacific,
of the Southwestern Savings,
ploy
Lehigh and Smelting.
Loan and Building association for sevmony Of any kind or character tend- Bonds were irregular.
Before
judgment
eral years and there showed her abiling to ehow why.
The last sales were::
was rendered against the board it was
as a capable young woman.
Amalgamated
68t ity
Copper
Mr. Peters, during his residence
suposed that they had some valid rea- Sugar bid ..;
106
in Las Vegas, has been employed by
son for their action. Now that judg- Atchison
fi5
t.
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
ment has been rendered against them,
lo6
and especially since they made not Reading
Railway
company as a conductor, and
Southern Pacific
92
Is known as a good railroad man. To
the slightest attempt to show by tes- Union Pacific
144
Mrs. Peters goes the honor of being
timony or evidence of any kind that United States Steel
51
betthe
for
the
were
first June bride of the year. Mr.
acting
real'iy
they
104
and Mrs. Peters will reside in this
terment of the condition of the un- United States Steel, pfd
fortunate patients under their care,
city.
SUFFRAGETTE
WILL DIE
It 'is to be presumed that they had
Thursday evening at the residence
Epsom, Eng., June 7. Miss Emily of Rev. Skinner was solemnized the
no valid reason for violating their
Wilding Davison, the sufragette who wedding of Miss Rebecca McKenzie
contract.
was Injured, In attempting to Etop the and Mr.
Harper Harmon which was
The.
Asylum Is a public
In the derby on Wednes- witnessed
ih1 as such Is supported king's horse
by a few friends of the
a sinking condition at the couple. The ceremony was simple.
nid maintained by a part of the taxes day, is in
of fvv.vv tax paying citizen. Every local hospital.:: The. doctors in attend- Both Mr. and Mrs. Harmon are well
tax aver is. therefore, entitled to ance declared today that there ia no known in this city, Mrs. Harmon having resided here for 11 years. She is
the whys and wherefores of hope for he? recovery.
,

'
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con-era-

i

lim-its-f-

Tr-n-

Ward, Miss Mary Tipton, "Miss
May Ross, Miss Louise Cunningham.
Miss Emma
Misa Mildred Browne,
'
Tamme, Miss Lorna ' Johnson, Miss
Miss
Mossy
Marguerite Cluxton,
York, Miss Tessle Devine, Mrs. J. H.
Ward, Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs.
George Smith, Mrs. J. H. Clary, Mrs.

ette

a competent teacher in which capacity she served for several years in the
public fchools. Mr. Harmon has been
a resident of Las Vegas during the
larger part of his life. He is in the
employ of the Santa Fe Railway company in the local shops "as a machin
ist and is a steady and capable man.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon have many
friends who wish them happiness.
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon left Tuesday
evening tn Denver where they will
spnd their honeymoon.
Last Saturday evening Miss Missie
Morrison
and Mr. Elva Matthews
quietly slipped into the office of
Judge D. R. Murray at the city hall
and asked that they be listed among
the wedded. Judge Murray performed the ceremony and the heppy couple
left for their new home. Both are
residents of the mesa and are well
known there. Thir wedding was a
surprise to their friends. Mr. and
Mrs. Matthews will reside on the
mesa.

,
Charles Trumbull, Mrs. Leslie
Mrs. Carlos Dunn of Taos, Mrs.
F. H. Thompson of Urbana, O., and
Mrs. Ted Holt of El Paso.
4 4
Wit-ten-

Buen Tiempo Club
Gives Jolly Dance
The Buen Tiempo club gave a dance
lasj evening In the Fraternal Brotherhood hall on Fountain Square. The
Buen Tiempo crowd always appears
to be more successful with Its spring
and summer dances than those given

5&

e
We want every little kiddie from
to come to our office Sturday
kid-vill-

afternoon, June 7th.. b.twv. Three
and Five o'clock and we'll ha!ve

In the fall and winter. Hence, the
recent dances of the club have been
unusually wel attended, and unusually

--

'

enjoyable.

Those present at the dance last
night were Miss Helen Cunningham,
Miss Louise Cunningham, Miss Marguerite Cluxton, Miss Aurora Lucero,
Miss Marie Mann, Miss Audrey Burns,
Ward, Miss Emma
Miss Jeanette
Mrs. L. C. Witten,
and
;Mr.
Tamme,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard F. Johnson, Mr.
Orrin Blood, Mr. John Harris,- Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Leo
Tipton,
Donald
Hart,
V
4
Mr.'
Gerard,
Mr..
Lee
Frank Ettlnger,
Hospital Board to
Wiliam Springer, Mr. John Rumohr,
Have Lecture Course
Kel-le- y
Mr. Devere Powers, Mr. Francis
The board of directors of the Las
and Mr. Colbert Root.
Vegas hospital has decided to conduct
a lecture course during the coming
'
Mrs. Lucas Hostess
tall and winter. The purpose of the
to Round Dozen Club
undertaking is to raise sufficient
club met last
The Round Dozen
money to begin a fund for the erecMrs. W. J.
with
afternoon
Thursday
tion of a new hospital building.
residence on
Lucas
the
at
Lucas
The following Las Vegans have volwas well
Eight street. The afternoon
unteered to appear on the course:
consistand
those
present
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president spent by
entertain-no- ,
usual
interesting
the
of
ed
of the New Mexico Normal Univerripiiciniis refreshments closed
sity.
session. The members
afternoon
the
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell, author
present were Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
and lawyer.
Charles W. G. Ward, district attor- George Fleming, Mrs. Clifford Losey,
Mrs. L. B. Crocker, Mrs. F. L. Myers,
ney for the Fourth judicial district.
Dr. Jacob" Landau, spiritual direc- Mrs! F. O. Blood, Mrs. C. D. Boucher,
Mrs. J. H. York, Mfs. E. L. Hamtor of Temple Montefiore.
Professor E. E. Wentworth Layton, mond, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer and Mrs.
.'
.
W. J. Lucas.
musician and speaker.
1
The following outline of the plan
was prepared by the hospital direc- Whist Club Meets
tors:
With Mrs. Van Petten
Las Vegas is in crying need ot a
The Friday Afternoon Whist club
to
The
new hospital building.
time
met yesterday with Mrs. H. S. Van
take the initial step toward that end Petten. The ladies present thoroughis now. The members1 or tiie hospital ly enjoyed themselves at cards folassociation have decided to put the lowed by the serving of delicious reprice of a course ticket, admitting freshments by the hostess. Present
to all five lectures, at but $1.00. Never were Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. Clarbefore in Las Vegas has so much en- ence lden, Mrs.
Fleming,
George
tertainment and instruction been of- Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs. W. J. Lucas,
fered for so little money, as each lec- Mrs. Stephen Powers, Mrs. Bearinger
ture is of the highest grade and su- and Mrs. H, S. Van(Petten.
Illustrated by stereopticou
perbly
4 4
views.
.
Mrs. John Howard Clary of El Paso
Dr. Roberts wili lecture on ' Humor
after
left yesterday for her home
and Pathos of Travel," the result of
having been the guest of Dr. and
first hand observation. ai$ Btudy.
Mrs. J. M. Cuninngham for the past
Colonel Twitchell, New Mexico's
two months. The young son of Mr.
well known historiau will lecture on
and Mrs. Clary, James Howard Clary,
"Soldiers of the Cross."
Jr., was baptized yesterday by Rev.
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward
J. S. Moore.
wiil give his personal impressions of
the famous Passion Play of Oberam- -

cornucopia of fresh,
hot, just buttered popcorn for each of you!
l

It's a regular party and you're invited.. 'So com.
'Ve'll nuvver, nuvver come to your party."'

or

Ten boy and girl cooks will 'pop' the corn on El Tostovo
thai your mamma
a dandy little electric toaster-stovon
should have
her breakfast table. It makes toast, fries
eggs and heats coffee and tea, cooks hotcakes and oh, so
many other things besides popping corn!. And cots so
little to buy it so little to run ic.
e

Ask mamma for one!
But come to our party, anyway and bring mamma with'
you. She may have a cornucopia too!
Party starts at 3 o'clock and lasts until 5.

Las

.

'

fa lout

QotrxB

1,050

Veas Liht

& Power Co.

AT YOUR DOOR

FULLY EQUIPPED

,

.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

l

mergau.
Dr. Landau will narrate his most ln-- I
teresting experiences in the Holy
Land and E. E. Wentworth Layton
will discuss the., "Music Art Pat

and Present."
This last named entertainment will
open the course and will be illustrat-- i
ed, not only by some hundred spien- did lantern slides, but also by a magnificent concert program rendered by
Mrs. William J. Mills, Miss Mae Reynolds, who has been requested to
render two grand opera selections in
costume, with the scene setting depicted on the screen by the stereop-ticon- ;
Mrs. Charles Kohn, Miss Eliza,
beth Cooley Miss Marguerite Crax-toMrs!' "Mabel Hall, Mrs. Charles

Bride-Elec-

&

Phone Main 344,

Machine
&

Whalen,

Co

Fowler Preps

NIGHT
SATURDAY'
A

IN

-

D

fiONDAY" BARGAINS
AT BACHARACH'S

'

;;

LHtlc

Price Talk to Las Vegas Buyers,

We offer some very
special bargains in the following list and guarantee each article to be as

A

Miss Marie
Mauri, Miss
O'Malley,
Gladys Trainor, Miss Margaret Lar-kiR. R. Larkin, E. E. Wentworth
Layton and the Young Ladies' Violin

Sextette.
Probably at no previous musical
function in Las Vegas have so many
prominrit solo artists appeared on
the 6)Sn.'0i"V6rai' as will appear In
WMthe "Hospital
this dpjking'IM'ilbeT'
'
'
'
CotrSe.'
The ladies of the" hospital association will commence the canvass for
the Bale of tickets immediately . and
they bespeak the heartiest encourageon the part of
ment and
";
all loyal Las Vegans.
There will be an honor list on
which all may subscribe for the number of tickets desired and this honor
list will be carefully deposited in the
corner stone of the new hospital
Let all boost for this probuilding.
ject. ).
4
4
A Party fop a

Las Vegas Automobile

represented.;,
$1.25 $1.50 and $1.75
White Lingerie Waists.
'
t
day, for

I

98 Gents

SATURDAY NIGHT

Mon- -

10

'

'

to

9

1--

2

Cent.

Unbleached Linen Toweling,
.Per Yard, Monday

Ginghams
.:!

10 YARDS
rsi..'

(Worth 12jc Yard) for
"'. "V

'

Amoskeag Apron Gingham.
Monday, for

CO

12

' '
(only) We offer
Yards Amoskeag Dress

7
'

-

..

I

,

x

V,

.'"'

75 Cent

Big Turkish Towels, Extra
Heavy. Monday, each

SATURDAY NIGHT

59 Gents

25 Cent Iron Clad Hose for

20 Cent

Gents

,

85c and $1.00

95 Cents

.

Children.

Cadet Boy's Blouse Waists,
All Sizes. Monday (each)

49 Gents

Per Pair

,

.

Pillow Cases, 42x36. Monday
each

19 Cents

.

n

15 Getsts

t

Thursday

evening

at

ii

her home

Miss Rebecca Henriqnez entertained
In honor of Mis3 Rachael Ward, who
is soon to be married. A most enjoyable evening was spenii and many
wishes of happiness were showered
upon Miss Ward. A delicious course
of refreshments was served. Present
wer Miss Rachael Ward, Miss Jean- -

I'
1

I
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Store of Quality"
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PERSONALS
A. J. Baker, the prospector and miner of the Gallinas canyo., was a business visitor in Las'Vegas.
Cecllio Rosenwald returned yesterhas been
day from Chicago where he
on a short business trip.
J. C. Josephs of Evansville, Ind.,
is in New Mexico for a few weeks
and is located at El Porvenir.
Mrs. D. C. Varnum and son of Denver arrived in Las Vegas last night
for a few days' visit with friends.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. McCarty of Los
Angeles, Calif., came in last night
for .a few adys' visit in this city.
J. F. Watson of Emporia, Kansas,
came In last night from his home
tor a' few days' business visit in this

for
Knorschild, representative
company
Weil
Clothing
Rosenwald
the
of New York, was a business visitor
in Las Vegas today.
,Qtto Mayer, representative for the
"Hack Smith Furniture company of St.
Joseph, Mo., was a business visitor
at the local furniture stores today.
John Ervien of Santa Fe left this
morning in the Ervien car for his
home, after having been a business
visitor here for the past few days.
Dan Daley and S W. Everett, two
'officials of the Santa
Fe Railway
company, came in last night for a
short business visit in Las Vegas.
Misses ; Grace Emily Pfafflin and
Elizabeth Goodge of Evansville, Ind.,
are in Las Vegas and will spend the
summer With Miss Ruth Lenhard at
.El Porvenir.
William Gieger, who has a ranch
adjoining that of Colonel H. A. Harvey on "the top of San Miguel county," was in Las Vegas today purchasing supplies.
Mrs. Maude McPhellaney and her
father, P. W. Prue of Kansas City,
Mo., arrived in Las Vegas last night
and will be visitors here for the coming few days.
C. L. Girardet,, traveling passenger
agent for the Santa Fe Railway company, came in last night from his
headquarters at La Junta for a short
lmsiness visit in Las Vegas.
James A. Dick, a former resident
and business man of this city, passed through here this afternoon on his
way to Trinidad from El Paso. Mr.
Dick's son, James A. Dick, Jr., accompanied him.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Turley and Mr.
and Mrs. D. R. Keith drove' in this
afternoon in a Ford auto en route
from their homes at Fort Scott, Kan.,
to Flagstaff, Ariz. They carry ail
their camping equipment with them
and thus far have met with no accidents along the line. They will leave
tomorrow for Flagstafr.
United States Marshal Secundino
Romero left last night for Santa Fe
where he will be on business for the
coming few days. During his stay in
Santa Fe Mr. Romero will turn his office' over to his successorr, A. H. Hudhas made a
speth. Mr. Romero
offimighty good record as a federal
cer.
Mrs. J. H. Raynolds and children
Jim, Dick, Bobby and Dolly, arrived
toJay from Omaha, stopping off for
a few days to visit Mr. and Mrs.
They are
Jefferson Raynolds.
for Santa Fe to spend their summer vacation in New Mxlco, and1 expect to be in Las. Vegas part of the
seasonwhere Mrs. Brownie Raynolds
is widely known in social circles.
C.
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IS GROWING

HAPPY

FAST

PROVIDED
DIVERSIONS
MANY
FOR NATIONAL EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION DELEGATES

POSTMASTER GENERAL ANNOUNTHAT
IMPROVEMENTS
CES
HAVE BEEN MADE

Salt Lake City, May
cakes of solid salt as ice companies
in cold winter months1 get their har
vest from frozen lakes; and from salt
beds as smooth and. white as a frosty
mill pond, will be a spectacle tnat
visitors to Salt Lake City at the National Education association convention, "July 5 to 11, will see.
For miles west of; Salt Lake City
are salt prairies. 'Seasoning sufficient for ,the world's pinner for many
deposited in these
years to come-iplains. Extraction or mining of the
salt for commercial purposes is going
on in several localities, N. E. A.
visitors may see some of these operations from the cars as they ride to
Saltair Beach, the bathing and amusement resort on Great Salt Lake.
ride
The beach is a thirty-minutfrom the center of the city. The convention will pass one day at the
beach, Tuesday, July 8, but the resort
is so handy and train service so frequent that convention visitors may
go for a dip in the exhilirating, 22
per cent salt waters of the inland
sea at any time they choose.
Sea bathing in the mountains is
the novel experience to be had only
at Salt Lake City. City and lake
are situated in a broad valley in the
Wasatch mountains, 4,200 feet above
sea level. The mountains are as accessible to the city as he salt sea.
Canyons reach right into the heart of
the city and sheer peaks rise on three
sides.
Within a. few minutes' stroll Srom
Temple Square, in the down town
district, in a northerly direction a
pedestrian may find himself scaling
the tufted sides of a mountain or
deep in the crevasse of City Creek
Canyon. Before him are altitudinous
Amer-ica- n
solitudes, behind him a modern
city, its church spires, representbuilding all denominations, public
and
pretty
lofty
ings,
homes shimmering in the sunlight.
The sun shines every day during
July and August. It seldom rains
but the dry heat is never suffocating.
Humid- - "dog 4ays:j are never Known.
Mountain cuxents keep the nights
cool and refreshing. None of the entertainments and activities of the N.
E. A. convention will need to postpone on account of the weather.

"

SERVICE I Additional Society

MAKE TEACHERS

Cutting of

city.

Appeals

VILL POSTAL

'

5

FIVE

1

Planning Welcome
For A. A. Jones
A. 'A. Jones,
recently appointed
first assistant secretary of the interior, will return to Las Vegas next
week for a short stay before going
to Washington. Las Vegas citizens
are preparing to give Mr, Jones a
tearty welcome, and are planning a
big reception which is expected to
be a rilliant affair.
Mr. Jones is one of the big men of
the democratic party and Las Vegas
is proud of him. The citizens hope
to impress that fact upon him by the
greeting they give him. Mr. Jones
is recognized as a big factor of the
interior department and although he
has been in that department but a
short time, he already has demonstrated his ability. The reception for Mr.
Jones will probably be given the latter part of next week. Plans are in
the making.

YOU SH OJU L, D K NOW ABOUT

--

Washington, June 7. Postmaster
General Burleson yesterday gave out
a statement
summarizing various
measures adopted or contemplated in
the administration of the postal r,ervice. The statement says in part:
"During the 90 days of the new ad
ministration about 1.000 additional
clerks and approximately 500 addition
al city letter carriers have been at
tached to the various postqffieei?
throughout the country, and besides
these additions to the regular force
approximately .$1,000,000 has been au
thorized for temporary clerk hire.
f,Bd about $500,000 fot temporary city
letter Curriers'.- Tkese unusual, finan
cial demands made it necessary for
the postmaster general to go to con- gross in May for all emergency appropriation of $600,00(1, which was
promptly granted, and $300,000 alloted
for temporary clerk hire and a like
amount for temporary carriers.
-

the tremendous accumulating effect of money put at interest in this institution where it draws
One dollar will open an ac4 Per Cent Interest, Compounded
count here and if you keep adding to it regularly, no matter how'small the amount is, you will
Semi-Annuall-

be

surprised to learn "how money grows"

how much you will save.

Appetite
A dish of

prape-Nut- s

TRUST CO.

PEOPLES BANK
-

CAPITAL

Colonel Ra'iph E. Twitchell regarding
the proposed establishment of a Chat-auqu-a

-

-

-

$111,000.00

'

here.
Friday Club Meets
With Mr8, Raynolds
The Friday Afternoon Bridge club
met this week with Mrs. E, P: Ray
All those present, enjoyed a

nolds,

MOST HEAT FOR VOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Refreshments
pleasant afternoon.
were served by the hostess. Present
were Mrs, C S. Losey, Mrs. W. E.
Another addition to the many matri- Gortner, Mrs. Charles A. Spiess, Mrs.
monial surprises has reached Las Ve- Erie Hoke, Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mrs.
Professor A. H. Van Horn of Herbert W. Clark, Mrs. Hallett Raygas.
the New Mexico Normal University nolds, Mrs. L. V. Crocker and Mrs.
is to be married before he returns E. D. Raynolds.
Jefterson Raynolds, President.
to Las 'Vegas. Mr. Van Horn when
E. B. Raynolds, Vice President.
Hallott Raynolds, Cashier.
he left Las Vegas a few days ago
S.
B.
Vice
President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Davis,
lie was mere
theer'were informed his friends that
"On March- 5, 1913,
secret
but
his
on
a
vaaction
ly going
ITDDAY BASEBALL j
about 2,200 vacant postmasterships of
Miss Mary Werfol of Syd
300 got out.
some
and
the presidential grade,
ney, Neb., will return to Las Vegas
have become vacant since. Of these
as the wife of Mr. Van Horn some
National League
more than 1,S00 cases have beet;
time next month. Las Vegas friends
Brooklyn at Cincinnati; cloudy.
to
nominated
1,500
about
briefed, and
of Mr. Van Horn say his marriage
Boston at Chicago; clear.
the senate. Of the fourth class po?t
this week or will
occurred
late
either
at Pittsburgh; clear.
Philadelphia
vacfound
were
n.atterships which
week.
next
solemnized
he
St. Louis; clear.
New
at
York
ant on March 5, including those
4
American
League
var.ara since,
which have become
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.
O. E. S. to
New York; clear.
at
Chicago
than
more
4,500.
to
p.boui
amounting
Dance
a
Give
clear.
at
Detroit
Washington;
of
1,700 have been filled as the result
The big society event, of next week Cleveland at Boston; clear.
civil service examinations1 or inspecwill
be the dance that is to be given
St. Louis at Philadelphia; cloudy.
Capital, $100,000 Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000
tor's reports leavrug at tha present
of the Eastern Star on
ladies
the
by
t me about 1.000 of the presidential
American Association
Wednesday evening at the armory.
rade and some 2.S00" of .he fourtn
to be a huge
event
This
Columbus
at Louisville; two games.
promises
Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Acclass to' be disposed of. These are
as it will be the first public
success,
Toledo
at
cloudy.
Indianapolis;
being dealt, with expeditiously.
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.
dance that has been given for several
Minneapolis at Milwaukee; cloudy.
"Within the hist 60 days 488 peti- weeks. The ticekts for this dance
St. Paul at Kansas City; cloudy.
tions for rural delivery routes have were placed on sale "last week- and
eson Time Deposits
Interest
been disposed of, resulting in the
have been selling fast signifying that
Western League
tablishment of 203 routes, involving the attendance will be large.
Lincoln at Topeka; cloudy.
an annual expenditure for mainten4
Wichita at Denver; clear.
By
tmr-nf annroximately $190,000.
St. Joseph at Sioux City; clear.
Monday Whist Club
routes
new
the establishment of these
Holds a Meeting
Ues Moines at Omaha; clear.
and the extension of old routes more
The Monday Afternoon
Bridge
than 200,000 people are now receiving club met this week with Mrs. Har
BASEBALL
YESTERDAY'S
their mail at their doors, instea of riett Van Petten. Those present enNational League
at remote postoffices.
joyed a pleasant afternoon, ended by
3;
At Pittsburgh
Philadelphia,
M 1A
"In pursuance of the poliay of ex- the serving of refreshments by the Pittsburgh, 1.
the
post hostess. Those present were Mrs. S. At
oediting the delivery of mail,
Chicago Boston, 5; Chicago, 4.
.
master general has ordered the dis-- B. Rohrer, Mrs. John Robbins, Mrs.
American League
continuance of the backstamping or P. L. Myers, Mrs. Clarence Iden,
At Philadelphia Pniiadelphia,
8;
all ordinary mail which heretofore Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs.' P. M. Lyon, Detroit, 7.
has delayed Its delivery anywhere Mrs. R. K. McClaimhan and Mrs. H.
At New York Cleveland, 2; New
hour.
from 20 minutes to one-haS. Van Petten.
1.
York,
NEW MEXICO WOMAN"The condition in the railway mall
At Washington Washington, 1; St.
service was found to be most urgent
officers of the Forum of Las Louis, 0.
ON HUNGER STRIKE where through mistaken ideas of The
At Boston Boston, 4; Chicago, 3.
the members of the board
and
Vegas
economy the clerical force had been of education will meet Monday even
so reduced as to effect efficient sertickets will be on sale daily
Round
Western League
ing with Dr. Jacob H. Landau at the
CHARGED
J. M.' MUNCY,
MRS.
vice and car space cut down to a dan- Plaza hotel. The meeting Is for the
to September 30, 1913, with
i
June
from
11;
At Sioux City St. Joseph,
WITH MURDER, REFUSES TO
ger point. With the advent of the purpose of listening to a talk toy Sioux City, 7.
on
all
to Oct. 31, 1013.
final
limit
EAT IN ROSWELl. JAIL
parcel post system on January 1,
At Topeka Topeka, 7; Lincoln, 3
whlrh increased tremendously the
At Omaha Des Moines, 10; OmaRoswell, N. M., June 7 Emulating volume of business handled, additionha, 6.
the example of the English suffrag al clerks and increased car space
on
were most imperative. But nothing
ettes, Mrs. J. M. Muncy Has gone
a "hunger strike"., in the jail at Plain was done to relieve this, it being left
Mexico bor to
STANDING OF CLUBS
view, on the Texas-Nethe new administration fo restore
conned
in
der. where she is confined
of this important
This
the efficiency
National League
tion with .the .murder of her husband, branch of the service. Nine hundred
Won Lost Pet.
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Club
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receipts.
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Made by GER.'. &
New York
of instead of at one cent for four
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58.
yearlings
MAN PROCESS
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In
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division
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Mr.
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NORTHWEST

CALIFORNIA
trip

tickets

Los Angeles or San

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
use

Dieo

$48.50
$43.50
$55.00
$50.00

Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco
Special dates, shorter limit
San Francisco one way via
Portland or Seattle
77.50
872.50
Special dates, shorter limit

For YOU!
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BATCHELOR, Agent
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seryeij direct
from package
with cream,

:

is most appetizing and meets
every requirement easy to

digest r nourishing
venient.

and

con-

Sixteen years of practical
use in hundreds of thousands,
of homes in every clime, as
well as the critical, scientific
test of physicians the world
over have proven
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Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Historic Estate Where Charles II. inflamed condition of the mucous
of the Eustachian
Tube. When
Hid to Be Sold.
this tube is Inflamed you have a running sound or imperfect hearing, and
when It Is entirely closed, deafness Is
House That Sheltered Many Roman the result, and unless the Inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
Catholic Priests and Political
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FADS AND
FASHIONS
The extraordinary variety of styles from which
one may choose this season, whatever comes nearest to fitting the
as well as one's figure, is
positively astonishing. Many oi the
Btyies are exceedingly charming if
worn by the right peisous, others are
more odd than beautiful and can be
worn successfully on ly by few women
and finally there uix' a few styles
which, even under the most favorable conditions, are simply hideous.
The oriental note is particularly
j
at' the present time.
The
gorgeous effects borrowed from PerNew

York, June

7.

j

sian and East Indian costumes are
holding their own in the face of the
apporaching summer, when tney
might reasonably be expected to dis.
appear.
Beads and bugles and pearls and
rhinestones are used in ornamenting
the most elaborate summer evening
costumes quite as much as they were
during the winter. Wonderful chiffons and tulles embroidered in these
brilliant effects are still to be seen,
while pearls are used on many of the
simpler frocks.
Elaborate lingerie dresses this season are almost exclusively of embroidered batiste combined with reai
laces of the heavier varieties, such
as coarse fillet, C'luny, Venise and
Alencon.
Or they are of net with
shadow lace or other fine weaves
combined with the embroidered batiste. , English eyelet embroidery,
which early in the season appeared to
have suffered a
has been
coming Into favor again in Paris and
here. It Is now shown more frequently in batiste than in linen and is
elaborately embroidered as well as
"eyeleted,"
Among the most .striking novelties
of the season are waistcoats, which
appear in many odd and not always
artistic variations. There ,ls the
"gi'iet Prud'homme," for example,
which has created quite a sensation
In Paris. A vest of the most ample
dimensions is this particular "gilet."
Arrayed in it, even a slender woman
looks bulky. The waistcoat makes
not the slightest pretension to fit.
Made of white pique, with the usual
masculine supply of pockets, and fastened with pearl buttons, it looks
precisely like the generous waistcoats
set-bac-

worn by our

Another rather interesting waistcoat has been originated by Paqmn.
It is not really a separate garment,
but is app'iiqued on to the dress, or
the coat Itself. This fake waistcoat
,is grown out of all resemblance to the
traditional feminine vestee. It reaches
out to the shoulders at the top and
extends twelve or fourteen inches below the waistline. It is generally in
brilliant brocaded1 silk, contrasting
sharply with the dark material of the
suit upon which it Is applied..
Much more attractive and really
graceful are some of the big loose
waistcoats in white corded silk, with
very wide revers and collar which are
worn outside the coat Hself. In one
of these striking costumes the waistcoat is confined by a belt, over
which it blouses and below which it
extends in two deep rounded points.
This one does not button, the revers
crossing each other and tautening under the belt. But In most instances

I
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SUMMER

ALL

PO

IS

j

j

i.itst: unhents afford a cnance foi a
s'oou deal of originality in the seiue-- I
noii of buttons and other ornamental
t.immings.
These extreme'iy ample white waist- toats, which are especially good with
long cutaway coats that ao not fas-- i
ten in noiu, have nol gained much ot
a following in tins country as yet.
They aie too ue.. i.ui, they are sure
to 'e aiiopitu i young women of ft
teituiii t,,e, uie type that goes in tor
outdoor sports and is keen about
dressing the part.
Kainng is becoming more in vogue
all the time. It is indicated on the
Bulgarian or Russian blouses, where
the plaiis open, or at least are fluted
anu appear as if they had lately been
tight, knife plaits.
In many evening frocks for young
women flowers are worked in heavy
wool, then cherries or rosea done to
fall separately. The effect Is pretty,
but, to say the least, impractical and
inconsistent. This idea was originated about a year ago. It died a nat- ural death in autumn, and now, with
the approach of the summer, has returned, the designs being much larger, and in most, instances the flowers or fruit depend from the goons.
White is a favorite background ior
these gayly colored bunches, but one
sees materials in cream and other delicate tints with designs hanging.
Tan linen suits of heavy quality
are made more serviceable, as well as
smarter 'looking, when they show bindings of wide brown silk braid. One
suit, with a cutaway coat, shows two
horizontal stripes of the braid on the
skirt one at the left side front and
the other at the right side tack, The
coat is bound down the front and
about the bottom with the braid, and
the collars and cuffs are likewise
bound with a braid. Large round
glass buttons of brown and yellow
are used for buttoning the coat ani
trimming the skirt.
The separate coat is to be worn
this summer in many fashions. For
summer wear the separate coat is
such a convenience that although it
may be out of evidence for a season
or so it is bound to come back betore
long. For outing wear the blazer is
still popular with young girls. Coats
of eponge reaching weii below the
hips, cut on straight lines, buttoned
with big bone buttons, with breast
pocket, and long sleeves, are aiso
worn for sports.
There are longer coatB of various
thin cloths for boating and walking
,
and motoring, made
over
with
the
long
chest,
buttoning
wide sleeves, and big pockets at the
sides. The old covert cloth coats
made on strictly tailored lines are
also In evidence, and although not so
becoming as some of the more elaborate afternoon coats, are always serviceable and smart. Hip length cutaway coats of matelasse and silk poplin and other silk fabrics are worn
with afternoon frocks. Linen coats
are worn with separate linen skirts;
for instance, a blue linen Norfolk is
worn with a white linen skirt. Thia
same fad for separate coats is demonstrated in the gowns made with
black satin skirt and colored siyk or
satin cont which are seen in the hotels at the tea hour.
Plain linen waists are apparently
double-breasted-

EXCURSIONS

10

IN COLORADO

Round trip tickets will be on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to September 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.
(Pueblo . . $11.90
Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs $13.70
(Denver, . . $16.60
Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final
limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.

1

j

to be much worn with coat suits for
warm weather. One of heavy linen,
is made
with turnback collar and
cuffs which show a similar embroidered design an eyelet flanked by two
heavy leaves worked at intervals of
about an inch in heavy embroidery
cotton. The collar and cuffs are edged with narrow Irjsh phot lace edge.
A smail pocket is applied to the left
front. It, like the collar and cuffs,
is embroidered ana edged with picoi;.
Some of the shops rhow lingerie
made of nainsook embroidered in the
Philiplne Islands by tne native women. This lingerie is less expensive
than that embroidered in France and
is sheer and dainty.
According to
some authorities on me subject it
bids fair to gain popularity among
women .who: like
underwear, but do not feel able to

pay the high prices charged for that
cf French make.
FLORENCE

FOR

INFANT

Commodore Salisbury Tells of an
Expedition to Laysan.
Retired Naval Officer With Party of
Scientists Spent Eighty Days
Gathering Data on a
Island.

Kansas City, Mo. Straight from
the exploration of an uninhabited isle
in the Pacific
ocean,
Commodore
George R. Salisbury of the United
States navy, retired, l,as arrived at
the home of his brother, Mark Salisf
miles northeast
bury, two and
of Independence. The
contrast is
great between life in this old mansion
hidden among gigantic pines in a quiet
Jackson county farm and life on the
island of Laysan, where no man lives,
and where myriads of water fowl
darken the air or hide in the
sandy slopes, barely rising above the
one-hal-

BRIDES

ocean level.
Commodore
Salisbury was busy
Marriages
writing out a report of his voyage to
ways Occur Before the Age
the government, but not too busy to
of Twelve.
tell a representative of the Kansas
Four hundred weddings were cele- City Star of some of the strange
brated simultaneously on a . recent sights on the island.
He was in charge of an expediSaturday at Surat, India, among members of tho Lewa Kunbi caste, accord- tion sent out by the department of
agriculture, which has charge of the
ing to the London Mirror.
None of the brides was over twelve bird reservation of United States teryears of age, the majority being from ritory. With him were three naturaone to six years old, while the bride- lists. The party left San Francisco
December 5, 1912, in the United States
grooms varied from three to nine.
Most of the contrcting parties sat or revenue cutter Thetis. Their destinalay on the laps of their parents during tion was the Island of Laysan, eight
the ceremony, and were given sweets hundred miles northwest of Honolulu.
Laysan is peculiarly rich In bird
to keep them quiet.
The caste only celebrates weddings life. Eighty days were spent there.
every ten or twelve years. It is quite They returned to Honolulu March 22,
a common thing for the children of and a few days later took passage on
the caste to be married when they are the United States transport Sherman
only four, five or six years of age, but for San Francisco. They reached
marriages at an earlier age than four that city April 11. There specimens
taken on the voyage were shipped to
are exceptional.
These baby brides, of course, do not Washington. After a few days spent
Salisjoin their husbands when they are in the coast city, Commodore
married. They wait until they reach bury started back to Independence,
the age of ten or eleven, when there arriving there last Sunday.
A map of the Island of Laysan made
is a second marriage.
Should a baby bride's husband die during their stay shows it to b.e of pebefore she reaches the age for the sec- culiar formation. It is about two and
f
miles long and one mile wide.
ond marriage she becomes a widow
In the center, occupying about one
life.
so
to
her
all
remain
has
and
In such cases the widow at once

Caste

In One

In India

Al-

one-hal-

loses caste. Her ornaments are taken
off her and she becames a sort of outcast, looked down upon and generally
made a household drudge.
The husband, on the other hand,
should his baby bride die before the
second marriage, may marry again.
In fact, he is expected to do so within
a few months of the death of the
bride.
If he does not marry again within a
few months he loses caste. His fellows refuse to smoke or drink with
LAW

MARRIAGE

ITALY

IN

Ceremony Is Only Legal When Pen
formed by Mayor of Place
Where Couple Reside.
In Italy marriage by law Is a civil
contract, only legal when performed
by the mayor of the place In which the
couple who desire to be married reside, or his assessor, and It must, be
performed In the city chamber.
SomeyhoteIs and not a few pensions
in Rome are the constant resort of
needy adventurers with titles real or
spurious to their names, Duke Thin
and Prince That, who are always on
the lookout for money, says the Christian Herald. Aided, it may be, by
some one in the hotel or pension, they
get acquainted with a rich American
family with marriageable daughters.
To one of these love Is made and man
riage is arranged.
Such have no difficulty In finding a
priest to perform their ceremony. It
is done. Then the adventurer deserts
the girl, and she has no remedy. Some
few years ago a young girl was so
treated. Her psendo husband, having
secured her money, left her and married civilly and legally an Italian
woman with whom he was in love.
The victimized girl shot dead her betrayer and his wife. Recognizing the
provocation she had received, she waj
left unpunished. Another girl similarly betrayed committed suicide.

nevisihg School Studies.
Let no one say that the schools
have fallen into a rut and are able to
see no possibility beyond their routine. There is a school In Oregon,
In a rural village, where credits are
given to the children for the "chores"
they do at home, for milking the cow,
feeding the chickens, chopping the
firewood and similar tasks, which a
few years ago all country children
used to have to perform. Similarly In
the Erasmus Hall high school in
Brooklyn there is a teacher who Is
giving his pupils "credits" for doing
the family marketing. Of course, we
suppose these Brooklyn children whea
they grow up will do their marketing
by telephone or wireless, or not at all
if the kitchen, which Is now becoming
a kitchenette, disappears entirely. But
what a vivid idea of history it gives
them to
it themselves, after
the manner of their grandfathers and
grandmothers! New York Tribune.
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Many Quaint Inscriptions Fount
Tombstones in Old English
Cemetery.

cr.

Search for Buried Wealth on Co

London. Not far from Petticoat
cos Island Futile.
lane is the old Kunhill Fields graveyard. No one has been buried here
for more than a hundred years and
from the odor that hangs around the London Expedition Returns to Panama Without Any Finding Pirate's
place one can easily believe that this
Hidden Chests of Jewels and
is true, and yet the poor
Bars of Gold.
Whitechapel mothers use this for a
park, and here sit holding their sick
ly babies in their arms, basking in
London. An expedition in search
the dusky Loudon suunshine, and fron of buried treasure left this
country
the contented look upon their facet last autumn in the
steamship
one knows they smell naught but fra
The ship sailed on September
grant flowers. In this old cemeterj 26, 1912, on the long voyage to Cocos
lie Daniel Defoe, John Bunyan, Isaat island, 500 miles west of Panama.
The, vessel touched first at Las Palm-as to coal, and then took the long run
grass-hungr-

.Mel-mor-

"sin

1

)

to

Punta Arenas, the most southerly

port in the world, from thence via the
Straits of Magellan up the Pacific
coast to Coronel in Chili to rebunker,
and then on to Port Payta in Peru.
There she was joined by the two ladies who have held treasure clews for
;i considerable time and on whose initiative the expedition was organized.
s
The treasure hunters arrived at
island on January 4, and the
anchored in Wafer bay. They
t'otind it to be a very lovely spot with
perfect climate, a hot sun with a
t:ool breeze, but so thickly overgrown
with vegetation that walking was difficult except on the beach. The waters all around the island were infested with sharks, often six or more
being caught in the evening after the
lay's explorations at Treasure cove
vere finished.
The party established
.hemselves in three galvanized houses
ivhore there was a small clearing at
ho mouth of the river in Wafer bay.
Pish were plentiful and wild pigs
itounded, so excellent sport was1
as a relief to cutting away the
of the lull and clearing the face
of the ciiff at Treasure cove in search
of the cave supposed to contain, the
Petticoat Lane and Staple Inn.
pirate's hidden hoard, consisting of
Watts and William Blake. Many ot bars of goid and chests filled with
the inscriptions on the tombstones precious stones. A further treasure
are very quaint and funny. One is of gold vessels is said to have been
"The within has gone to rest." An- buried on Cocos island during the Civil war between Peru and Chili.
other, which was by far the best preThe following extracts from letters
served tombstone In the cemetery, was
written from the Melmore will indit
decorated by this brave, but not
"Dame
Mare cate the course of events:
inscription:
"January 11, 1913. Today the ladies
67
172S.
In
months she was
Page,
showed
us what they thought was the
66
times. Had taken away 240
tapped
where the treasure is concealed,
gallons of water without ever repining spot
. .
at her case or ever fearing the opera- but they could not be sure,
What they showed us is a hole in the
tion."
After spending a half hour in Bun-hi- ll face of the cliff about fifty feet up,
so we are going to dig, blast and
Fields one longs for some place
break away twenty-fiv- e
feet of hill beis
Chelsea
bright and beautiful, and
low
to
this
a trial.
it
give
mark,
a fine place to select. Even the name
"January 12. We started with all
Chelsea has a beautiful eound. It has
our men to cut away the side of the
always been the favorite residence dis- hill and
clear the face of the cliff,
men
and
trict of the artists, literary
moved about 100 tons of
and
have
actors of London, past and present.
Cheyne Walk along the Thames i3
The old Battersea
very delightful.
bridge, which Whistler made so famous, is gone and a new bridge has
taken its place. It is not an unattractive bridge by any means, but still one
longs to see the high old bridge that
has centered in so many "Nocturns"
and "Symphonies."
Eosetti's house on Cheyne row is
still standing, and near it the house ol
George Eliot, and the house of Count
A garden marks the spot
D'Orsay.
where Sir Thomas More lived for so
many years. Farther down the street
is the house where William Turner, Part of Wooded Shore of Cocos Island.
died. This house is marked by a very
soil, etc., down to 25 feet with
beautiful tablet designed by the emi- rock,
no result. Having seen a copy of the
nent English artist, Walter Crane.
clew we have started another place
In upper Cheyne row stands the
of our own, which seems more likely
house of Leigh Hunt, and near it is
to be the place mentioned.
the spot where Katharine Parr is said
"We found wlia- - we thought might
to have lived.
turn out to be a cave beyond No. 2
working, but it proved to be only a
LAST RELICS OF THE MAINE waterworn cavern instead of leading
into the cave we want to find, which
Six Thousand Pounds of Brass and is said to be a quarter of a mile long.
Bronze Fittings Stripped From
As there was no other likely spot in
Vessel Cast In Tablets.
Treasure cove we went to another
place of which they have the clew. It is
New York. Six thousand pounds of about a quarter of a mile beyond the
relics from'the U. S. S. Maine, which camp, and is in the opposite direction
were taken from the battleship before to Treasure cove and up a hill. We
she was towed out to sea from Ha- had to push up a creek to reach the
vana and given her final resting place, place. This attempt also proved fu-

Bird Island of Laysan.

OCEAN'S "'GREAT WHITE WAY'"
Richmond Lighthouse at Staten Isla- ..
Is Built High on Rocks Two
Allies Inland.
-

New York. Remarkable no less for
its distinguished services than for It i
extreme unconventionality, 13 that
newest safeguard for ocean traveler:---,
in and out of New' York harbor, tho
"Staten Island Rear Range Light."
Instead of perching on the rocks in
the surf, this odd tower makes its
home two miles inland on a green and
peaceful hill overlooking the sleepy
little town of Richmond.
The sito
seems more appropriate for a hoiue
for superannuated lighthouses thaa
for a young and vigorous beacon appointed to guard one of the most important ocean canals of the world.
The Richmond light is guardian of
Ambrose channel, and there are few
more highly responsible jobs. At a
cost of five million dollars and eight
years of hard work, this channel was
scooped out to a depth of forty feet
and a width of two thousand, from tha
lower bay into the ocean about sev- -

k
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hundred and sixty acres Is a lagoon.
This gives the island the appearance
of an elongated doughnut. At no
place does the island rise more than
twenty-fiv- e
feet above ocean level.
The place swarms with birds. "1
learned more about birds on this trip
than I had ever dreamed of before,"
Commodore Salisbury said yesterday
afternoon. "We brought home with us
175 rare specimens.
These will be
mounted and placed in the government museums.
"We found tw varieties that are
found nowhere else. One is the Laysan rail. It Is about the size of a
quail and has small wings, but they do
it little good, for it cannot fly. We
started home with eighty living specimens of the rail, but the return trip
was so cold that all except five di:l.
The survivors were left at the Goldim
Gate park in San Francisco. The
have arrived at the John Williams
other bird peculiar to the island is bronze
foundry, to be cast into a
the Laysan teal, a fowl smaller than
permanent memorial.
the mallard duck, but resembling it in
This disposition of the brass and
general appearanc;;. Incidentally, we bronze fittings of the battleship which
found a pair of mallard ducks that had
had lain beneath the
for twelve
come over from the mainland of Cali- sea is in years
with an act of
accordance
fornia, thousands of miles away."
congress.
The parts of the wreck that were
BAD TEETH CAUSE OF CRIME thought to be suitable for the purpose
were first sent to Washington, where
So Says Boston Sheriff, Who Installs they were melted together, purified
Dentist's Chair in
and cast into thirty-pouningots. It is
Prison.
in this form that all that is left of
the Maine has just arrived in New
Boston. Treatment of the teeth of York.
criminals as a means of preventing
One thousand tablets, designed by
crime is being tried in the Charles Charles Keck of this city, are being
street jail, under the direction of Sher- cast by the Williams foundry, and will
iff Quinn. The sheriff has had a dentbe delivered upon request to patriotic
ist's chair installed in the prison, and societies all over the country. Two
has employed a skilled practitioner to hundred applications have already
fill or otherwise treat the defective been reaeived art the office of the asteeth of the prisoner.
sistant secretary of the navy.
"A bad tooth," said the sheriff,
The tablets will have a natural
"often lands a man in jail. A large bronze finish; they will weigh twelve
number of crimes are committed by and half pounds and measure 13 by 18
people who are badly nourished. Ma- inches.
mental
lnutrition
leads to morbid
thought, which results in crime. A
Legless, He Still Farms.
dentist's chair and a good ueutist in
Paris, Mo. Earl Craft was taken
every correctional institution will pre- with necrosis of the bone when twelve
vent hundreds of inmates from re- years of age and both his legs were
amputated at the hips. He lay in
turning again, once they are free.
"The dentist's chair is an accessory bed six weeks and then began the laborious task of learning to walk by
In that direction."
means of his hands. In less than
three years he was doing farm work
Kills Self at Son's Funeral.
Brooklyn. As funeral services for and today can hook or unhook a team,
her son, Herbert Johnston, Jr., were ride a horse, drive a gang plow, culabout to begin In the parlor of her tivator or binder, and do almost anyhome, Mrs. Mary Johnston left the thing else on a farm save gather
room and drank poison. Sh3 died an corn. Recently ho built and roofed a
henhouse without assistance.
hour later in a hospital.
d

tile."

SOLD HIS BRAIN

TO SCIENCE

Troops Prevented Public From Seeing
the Deaths of Three Slayers at
the Guillotine.

Paris. To get money to buy soup
for the poor, Soudy, one of the three
motor bandits, who died on the guillotine, bequeathed his brain to sci
ence. He left his skull to a museum
His autograph should be sold at auction, he directed, and the proceeds
given to the cause of anarchy.
In a drizzling rain, which made even
more than usually dismal the dawn
of a Paris blue Monday, Soudy, Calle-miand Monier were guillotined in
exactly three minutes.
The beheadings carried out prematurely to forestall a demonstration,
occurred at 4:30 o'clock in the Boulevard Arago, outside the prison da la
Sante. A cordon of police and
entirely surrounded the) gntllo
tine and prevented the small mob that
gathered froi"' seeing the men die.
Tho sama lumbering
cart brought the three men from the

This New Lighthouse, Two Miles ln
land, Makes the Entrance to NevM
York Harbor a Great White Way
(Richmond, Staten Island.)
en and a half miles. The Richmond
light is commissioned to make this
salt water thoroughfare a sort ofi
Great White Way. From almost too
far away from the'ocean to know what
salt air is like, the beacon spreads over
Ambrose channel ,a shaft of light
miles long and with a max
twenty-flimum widtri of nearly three thousand
feet.
The gas mantle that creates this
brilliance is about the size of a pear
of
and glows with
light from kerosene vapor. This radfr
ance is increased two hundred times
by a refiec
(to
tor made of Jena glass prisms. Tha
tower is ninety feet high and standa
230 feet above the sea. The cost
the plant, including the light keeper's
v

house, was $100,000.
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Girl Fan Exclaims,
Could Marry a Mart Like
That!" and She Does.

Enthusiastic

"1

Montrose, Colo. E. L. ForJ, a youn
farmer of Cedaredge, the other da
pitched himself Into tha heart of Miss
Elizabeth Guntber, daughter ot a rleli
grocer at Hotchkiss, when he defeat-ethe Paonia team at Paonla. The
game was followed by an elopement
to Montrose, where the marriage ceremony was performed.
Clyde McMillan and Miss Josephine
Blackfell
of Hotchkiss aided the
elopement, and they are being sought
by the bride's father for an expla.
nation.
McMillan,
aeompanied by Misa
RIackwell and Miss Gunther, motored
from Hotchkiss to Paonia to witness
ihe game between the team of that
town and Cedaredge.
Ford pitched
for Cedaredge. Miss Gunther that was
is a ronl fan and she rooted heartily
for Ford.
When Ford struck out
three ini'n in a row Miss Gunther exclaimed joyously:
"Why, I could marry a man lika

that!"

The ?ame over, McMillan cal!t'
Ford to come to the machine, wher
he was congratulated on his victory
"By the way, Mr. Ford, Mis3 Gunthe4
says she would marry a man who can
pitch like you," said McMillan.
Ford was induced by McMillan td
enter the machine for a short ride and(
he and Miss Gunther sat in the ton
neau.
At the end of thirty minutes Ford
tapped McMillan on, the shoulder and
announced tha he and Miss Gunther
were engaged and that if they couhl
be driven to Montrose the knot wouhl
be tied.
j

eol-dier- s
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prison.
Man Strapped In Iron Box.
Aesiniboia, Saskatchewan. Eugene
box to
Thayer, bound in a casket-lik-

Was Tired of Life.
Braddock, Pa. Donning her bestj
black silk dress and some old family
jewelry, Mrs. Marie Kusara waitp;3
until' her two sons had gone to i
and then committed suicide by fcangi
ing herself with a rope stretched fronn
door to door in the dining roora oB
her home.
ht-.t-

e

protect his back, which was broken
just above the hips, completed a 1,000-mfl- e
journey to Rochester, Minn.,
where he la receiving medical treatment in a private hospital. The trip
was made la a special compartment o!
a baggage car.
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Liight automobile
o'clock .tliis evening.

lumps

at

j
7:

BOTH

Beautiful $25.00
Symphony,,, Talking
Machines to customers of
our store. Come in and

Try a dram ot Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Marselle haVe
moved from 829 Eighth stree to 1026

Seventh street.
Mrs. C. II. Gibson Is reported to be
seriously 111 at the Las Vegas hos
pital. She Is somewhat improved to
day.

Let Us Show You

STEARNS STORE

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO

LYE IN THE CAN

fits"

"11IS quality
"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

LYE-PEELE-

I Highest In Quality Delicious In Fl vour
I

m

Insist on "Hunts"

you wevnt, the hignsst
quality in canned fruits

At
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H. STEARNS

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGON
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WRITE
NEWMAN ' AND SHAFFER
O'MALLEY TO
PROMOTER
MEET THEM TOMORROW ' 1,

.

Many Las Vegas people interested
in Sunday school vote are plan- PRESBYTERIAN.
CHURCH
ning to jro to the twelfth annual convention of the New Mexico Sunday
PROGRAM
WILL I
Schoo
.ociation, which will be held EXCELLENT
GIVEN
TOMORROW
MORNING
in
Sunv
Fe.
Santa
July s
Leading
AT 1 O'CLOCK
day school workers from all over the
as
well
as from ali parts of
country
New Mexico will be present. The proChildren's Day exercises will com
gram for the entire session will be prise the program of the morning ser
vice at the 'First Presbyterian church
published soon.
tomorrow. Eleven o'clock is the
Children's Day will be observed to- hour set, and the public is cordially
morrow evening at the Christian tab- invited. The program is as follows:
ernacle at 8 oclock. The children of Song, Ye Sejrfahl pt God. . . .School
.?.;.?: ''' ..
Prayer.
the Sunday school have prepared an
'Tis
School
Song,
Children's Day
interesting program of music and recitations. Features of the program will Recitation, WeJeome. .Evelyn Fleming
be a violin solo by Miss Maureen aHr-per- ,
Responsive Reading.
a talented Las Vegas musician,
Song, Summer Suns are Glowing. . .
"
School
and Miss Edna Gerard, one of the
sweet singers of the city. The public Recitation, What Can We Do?....
is cordially invited to attend the
Gertrude Erb
Song, See Them Swing

r7

others in attractive
sign,

ross, Kelly

'&

Co.

Sole Agents

7,00

of

construction and unexcelled workmanship
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CHASE cvSANBORPJ
A Tea and Cotteo name
Of Satisfying fame

These famous Teas and Coffees
are sold in Las Vegas only by

HE GBAAF
Tl8 Store of

Or

HAYWARD COMPANY

k Best of EverjIMiSjj

Eatable

Monday

?6. 50

?6.50

Panamas for

5.50

?5.50

Panamas for

$4.95

$4.50

Panamas for

$3.75

$3.00

Btrwa'- iorl.- -

$2.50

straws for

THE ROSENTHAL
Opposite the

Y. At.

98c

Suits in White, Ecru
. Union
and colors with regular and
short sleeves and regular and
knee drawers.

$2.00

straws for

$1.50

straws

rof-liJ-

$1.25 two piece
$1.85

50c,

.;

$1.48

for.

boo

and 75c tw" piece
derwear for

un-

$115

..

"' t

'-

G5c- -

A big line of white and colored underwear for men at

IDc

';

These Prices Are For Saturday

mmummoNLr(AT'm

$1.3S
$1.20

-

straws.

I

Suits for
Suits for
Suits for

$1.75 Union
$1.50 Union
$1.25 Union

for--?5.-

are new springrmodels and new

Only

GREENBERGER

C. A.

SUMMER SCHOOL HAS
OVER

200 STUDENTS

Cool and Comfortable
v

is our line of summer goods.

'

NORMAL UNIVERSITY IS BREAKING ALL RECORDS THIS YEAR
FOR ATTENDANCE

We have a nice assortment,
that is ready for the earliest
buyer, and that is the one
who gets the pick of our

t

The prediction, made early in the
week, that the New Mexico Normal
University summer school would enroll 200 students has been fulfilled.

Yesterday evening the enrollment
reached 217, not including the students at the San Miguel county teachers' institute. The list includes teachers from "every county in the state
and many from some of the neighboring states. 'uwill be published
i Monday evening's Optic.

The building will be open from 9
o'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock
in the evening for visitors and members.
Membership contest ends Monday
afternoon.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

It will afford you pleasure to
make a selection here. Prices
v
are so low that liberal purchases can be made without unduly taxing the pocket. Everything in the line is handsome, strong and well made. An especially sfrong line of
Forch Awnings'."" AH will please on close inspection.
I

STATEMENT

BAKERY COOPS j

THE BEST THAT

ft

OF

ASSETS

OF U. S. BRANCH

OF

The Northern Assurance Co., Limited
OK" LONDON
As of December 31 sU, 1912

room

(SANITARY
j

;.s;tCM

HOME

Y. M. C. A.

FOR RENT Furnished
two
921 Lincoln avenue.
house.

REED AND FIBRE RUSH
IN NATURAL GFEEN
AND BROWN

Sc SON
J. O. COMPLETE
JOHNSEN
FURNISHERS

TOMORROW

at the

,

-

Panamas;

lien's Underwear

All the above mentioned hats

Primary Class FOR SALE Improved irrigated farm
of 40 acres, 20 acres in oats, 20
Recitation, Because He Loved Us.
acres in a'ifalfa with abundance of
So
Eva Marsh
water. Linden Duthie, Box 5,
I
Think When
I Read
Song,
Onava, N. M.
.
That Sweet Story
School
Recitation, Scatter Seeds of Kindto Rent:-Pho- ne Setting hens.
ness
Norma Williams WANTED
006 or call
1004 Eighth
School
Song, Consider the Lilies
'
;
.street.
Recitation, Children's Day
Ruth Raynolds
Song, We've a Story to Tell.. School
Rev. Norman Skinner
Address
Recitation, The Offering Box
Jennings McMillan
The Offering.
Song, Sound the BatAe Cry . .School
Benediction.

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
Myer Friedmann and others have in the wood. Direct from
the distilfiled a suit in the district court
lery to you. At the Lolby, of course.
against Margarito Romero and Mrs.
Romero to recover $S8
aleged to .be
professor O. L. Hargroves, who
due them in collection with a mortcome to Las Vegas to take Professor
gage recently held, by the plaintiffs".'
This case, it is understood, is the Baker's place at the Normal Univerwill deliver the morning address
sequel of an action for ejectmeut.,.re--, sity,
the
at
Christian tabernacle, Sunday
cently instituted by Mr, Romero to
June 8. All are cordially
morning
the
compel
Friedmanns to remove
from his residence on the west end
of National avenue near the Church
Two aliens this morning called on
of Our Lady of Sorrows.
A recent
suit of Mr. Romero against the Fried- Deputy Clerk of the County Court
Wiliam B. Stapp and took out their
manns was dismissed.
first naturalization papers. Japheth
Jollaine, who says he is a clergyman,
The boys' class of the Y. M. C. A.
born in Santa Maria de Capua, Italy,
still maintains the lead in the big
was the first to"" apply. He came to
membership contest and has advanc the United1 States in 1911 and has
ed 10 miles since yesterday, and is
been a resident of this place since
now 10 miles out of the Panama canhis arrival. ; Arthur Ricardo was the
al on the way to San Francisco. The
second aplicant. He said he waB born
boys expect to reach San Francisco
in Rome and is a subject of the sul1b a
easily by tonight and by Monday to tan of
pedler
Turkey. He
be near to Seattle. The Business Men,
States in
United
came to the
and
with al their disadvantage a'iso have
1909.
advanced and today at noon were
24 miles across the canal. The SenMrs. A. Crawford and John Crawiors follow with four miles anl the
ford
of Battle Creek, Mich., came in
Santa Fe men with five miles. The
for a few weeks' visit
arternoon
this
hcontest is going fast and will be a suc.and Mrs. William Whalen.
cess, judging from present indications. with Mr.
to them..
related
who
are
noon will end the contest.

Panamas for

$8.00

......

As Bill Brown and his dogs were
leaving town yesterday evening he
was accosted by an irate
gentleman
who claimed that Bill had a dog belonging to him. The facts of the case
are said to be that Bill had picked up
a dog that ' looked good to him and
had intended to get avvay with the
animal, but was caught before he
had more than started.
The gentleman who accosted Bill was
by no
means gentle in his actions, for he
made those dogs of Bill's fly in tae
chase to get back his own canine
Peace finally reigned and Bill went on
his way without the additional
dog.

'

Hals

de-

simplicity

PIES

B

m

The Polished Steel
Line again leads all

The tickets, for the Newman-Shaf- ?
fer bout will be placed on sale at
Murphey's drug store next week, and
seats
is expected that the better
wiii all have been taken by the last
of the week. Newman today 'inform
ed Promoter O'Malley that he would
arrive in Las Vegas tomorrow to be
gin training and Shaffer also has stat
ed that he will arrive here tomor-

The dors of the El Reno pool hall
were closed this morning for some
unknown reason. It Is rumored that row.
this hall has closed permanently.
No arrangements as to where Shaf
fer will train have been made, but he
Jacob Davidhizer, who lives near will arrange his quarters so that all
Mishawalta, yesterday applied at the his admirers may be seated comfort
court house for ?2 as recompense for ably to watch him at work. Both
having, murdered' a coyote.
boys are confident of victory. Shaf
fer has informed his friends at Albuine county commissioners, who querque that he will win the fight
have been meeting daily since Mon easily and perhaps by a knockout.
day, were in session again today as a The general opinion Of the fans at
board of equalization. As a result of the Duke
City is the same. Shaffer
the new tax law the commissioners is a good man and will give Newman
are bing visited by many taxpayers all that's
coming to the Denver lad
wno
to tneir valuations for
according to the Albuquerque fans.
this year.
Newman is as confident as he ever
was. He stated that he will win this
There will be a meeting of the Re fight by a knockout and that flvp
tall Men s association on Monday rounds will be enough for him to pull
evening at the Commercial club. All off that stunt. At all events, the
members are requested to be present. fight is expected to be a first class
Jake Stern and Ike Bicharach at affair and the Las Vegas fans, realiz
this meeting will give their report
ing that fact, are making arrange
on the state meting which was held ments
Charles
for their seats.
at Roswell recently.
O'Malley wishes to again inform the
fans that complimentary tickets will
fftobert Lewis wa3 arrestjed last not be given out on account of the
night by Officer Kd Ward on the large guarantee that he was forced
charge of drunkenness. This morning to put up, and it will be well for all
when brought, before Judge D. R. Mur- fans to
provide themselves with tick
ray, the man pleaded guilty and was ets
early.
given his choice of paying a fine or
working ten days on the street. He
preferred the work.
CHILDREN'S DAY AT

SATURDAY

Sice! RnngoG

SUNDAY

.Special Sunday dinner at El
75e.
Phone Olive 5174.

Horn-les- s

BATTLERS

ASSETS

$5,202,022.11
3,200,541.53

LIA DILITIES.
REPRESENTED IN

THE INVESTMENT

LtS

VEGAS BY

AND AGENCY CORPORATION

Ceo. A. Fleming, Pres. and FJfgr.

CRYSTAL BUTTER.
I

IS MADE

FROM

RIZEDCilEAM
h
GROCER.
IT SATISFIES
CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
PAS TEU
f

ASK YOUR.

CAN BE MADE

Better Milk For a Better Town
We

Bk.re

head-

quarters for fresh
Vegetables and
Fruits In Season'

Our milk will always stand tbe acid test for drugs and the
Babcock test for cream quality.
Our dairy will always stand the expert inspection required
by modern cities.
Ring out the old mistaken methods.

STRAWBERRIES AND
CHERRIES EVERY DAY

c.yniiE
PHONE MAIN 1

anJ 21

Ring in the new correct ones.
Our dairy deserves your patronage.
Your family deserves our milk.

The (Corbelt Sanitary Dairy
Las Vegas, New Mex
M.
4
2 P. .
A.
Time
and
Milking

South Pacific Street

